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ABSTRACT OF THEDISSERTATION

Matrix Learning for Topographic Neural Maps

by

Banchar Arnonkijpanich

Doctor of Natural Science in Computer Science

Clausthal University of Technology, 2010

Since electronic data sets are increasing rapidly with respect to both, size of the data

sets and data resolution, i.e. dimensionality, adequate data inspection and data visu-

alization have become central issues of data mining. In consequence, a multitude of

data organization schemes such as clustering or topographic mapping have emerged,

two of the most popular methods being the self-organizing map (SOM) and neural gas

(NG). SOM as proposed by Kohonen and NG by Martinetz et al. andgeneralizations

thereof such as the generative topographic map constitute popular algorithms to rep-

resent data by means of prototypes arranged on a (hopefully)topology representing

map. However, most standard methods rely on the Euclidean metric, hence the result-

ing clusters are isotropic and they cannot account for localdistortions or correlations

of data. A more general metric with K-means and fuzzy-K-means has been proposed

in [29, 12]. This general metric is given by a full adaptive matrix such that ellipsoidal

clusters are accounted for. However, algorithms based on K-means are very sensitive

to the initialization of the prototype distribution, whichcan lead to convergence to

local minima.

In this thesis, we improve this algorithm by combining a general metric with SOM

and NG such that the neighborhood based topology preservation in SOM and NG also

reduces the influence of initialization. Thereby, our approach relies on a natural ex-

xiv



tension of the standard cost functions of NG and SOM (in the form of Heskes) and

is conceptually intuitive. We give a strong mathematical foundation. We derive batch

optimization learning rules for prototype and matrix adaptation based on the general-

ized cost functions and we prove convergence of the algorithm. Thereby, it can be seen

that matrix learning implicitly performs local principal component analysis (PCA) and

the local eigenvectors correspond to the main axes of the ellipsoidal clusters. Thus,

the proposal also provides a cost function associated to alternative proposals in the

literature which combine SOM or NG with local PCA models.

Since local PCA is a combination of vector quantization (VQ) and PCA, our ap-

proach can be directly applied to classification and clustering. The efficiency of the

proposed method is evaluated by benchmark datasets for classification task. Image

compression is used as an example of the (un)abilities of clustering for transform cod-

ing. Another focus of this work is to demonstrate the applicability of this implicit

local PCA to low-dimensional data embedding for data inspection and data visualiza-

tion. The proposed technique is based on matrix learning forneural gas and manifold

charting. This provides an explicit forward mapping from a given high dimensional

data space to low dimensionality and its inverse mapping is also estimated. Popular

existing manifold learning methods such as Isomap and LLE lack such mapping. We

demonstrate the usefulness of the forward mapping of the proposed model in several

applications to manifold visualization and structure representation of images while an

approximate inverse mapping is used in problems of dynamic texture synthesis as an

interesting application of manifold learning.

xv



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Nowadays, scientific data analysis plays an important role in several disciplines: pat-

tern recognition, digital signal/image processing, computer vision, and others. Sci-

entific data analysis consists of a collection of methods based on machine learning

and statistics to deal with the raw data and information obtained through observations,

measurements, surveys or experiments about a phenomenon ofinterest. The purposes

of data analysis are to extract as much information as possible as adequate input for

the next process, to comprehend the overall meaning of the data, to explore regularities

and relations in patterns, and to discover a representationof the data analysis which

is easily perceptible. Parallel streams of data analysis from different perspectives can

be combined to provide a synergy which leads to a complex dataexplanation system.

In this thesis, we consider the process of analyzing data from different perspectives:

clustering, classification, compression, visualization,and reconstruction.

Motivation

Data classfication and clustering aims at grouping observations that are similar to-

gether and assigning these observations to classes on the basis of measurements made

on the observations. Several models have been proposed in order to perform classifi-

cation and clustering: single layer networks [89], the back-propagation algorithm for

learning multi-layer-perceptrons (MLP) [90], or competitive learning for self-organizing
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maps [91, 92]. These methods often use the manhattan distance, Euclidean distance,

and dot product as the measure of the similarity between two data points. Although

these distance metrics are simple and convenient to implement, they are not appropri-

ate if correlations or scalings have to be dealt with. The problem is particularly pro-

nounced for unsupervised metric based approaches such as clustering since the metric

is usually not adapted to further information in this case.

In this work, we emphasize on clustering and prototype basedclassification in

which prototypes models are used instead of models derived from the connection

weights between neurons as MLP. In this framework, we integrate an adaptive distance

metric including learning a full matrix. This metric provides correlations between di-

mensions and can be adjusted gradually from isotropic to ellipsoidal distance which

depends on the data distribution. The metric based on the full matrix is added to to-

pographic neural map algorithms such as the self-organizing map (SOM) and neural

gas (NG) and subsequently referred to as matrix learning fortopographic neural maps

or shortly matrix clustering. Interestingly, it can be seenby using batch optimization

on matrix clustering that the prototypes converge to the center of clusters and a full

matrix attached to each prototype implicitly yields local principal components (local

PCA). Thus, the method can be considered as a blending of vector quantization (VQ)

and principal component analysis (PCA).

Unlike existing proposals in the literature, our approach derives the learning rules

from a general cost function such that a sound mathematical background is given and

convergence can be proved. We demonstrate the usefulness ofmatrix clustering on

a number of benchmarks. First, we test the method for standard clustering and clas-

sification tasks. Then, we apply the method for image compression. Local PCA is

suitable for the task of data compression since it can removespatial redundancy using

VQ based representation and can encode the origianal data onto lower-dimensional

2



compact version using linear PCA. Therefore, image compression can be seen as a

standard test in order to compare the efficiency between our approach and existing

local PCA methods.

One advantage of using local PCA is that each data point has itsown local co-

ordinates by projection onto the low dimensional space induced by the local linear

transforms. However these local representations might notlead to a comprehensible

visualization of the overall data since an understandable visualization should be de-

fined on a single coordinate space. Global coordination models such as locally linear

coordination (LLC) or manifold charting (MC) can be employed to glue the local rep-

resentations into a global coordinate system. Actually, the task of data visualization

can be executed by manifold embedding based methods such as Isomap and LLE as

well. Nevertheless, both Isomap and LLE have some drawbackssuch as lacking an

explicit mapping between the original data space and the lowdimensional space. But

both, LLC and MC, can defeat this limitation and are also combined with matrix clus-

tering.

We demonstrate that matrix learning can succesfully be usedas the first step in

this manifold learning procedure. The resulting embeddingis particularly intuitive

and tractable, such that it also provides an approximate inverse of the embedding. This

fact will be used in this thesis in the context of dynamic texture generation, a nontrivial

task from computer graphics, to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed manifold

learning procedure.

Contributions

The work of this thesis proposes a general mathematical framework for matrix learning

based on a cost function and it makes the topographic neural map methods with matrix

learning scheme applicable to several applications, e.g. image compression, manifold
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visualization and dynamic texture synthesis, and providesthe framework for implicit

local PCA and distance metric learning. Especially, the major contributions include:

• Deriving batch learning rules for matrix learning from a general cost function

and linking this approach to local PCA methods.

• Proving convergence of the learning algorithm based on the mathematical foun-

dation by means of a cost function.

• Applying our approach, implicit local PCA, to problems of classification, clus-

tering, and image compression.

• Deriving local coordinates and responsibilities from matrix clustering and com-

bining it with manifold charting in order to perform data visualization and global

manifold learning.

• Testing manifold charting based on matrix clustering with artificial and image

data sets to study the internal representation in low dimensional space.

• Extending global manifold learning to an approximate inverse mapping and

demonstrating the usefulness of the embedding for dynamic texture generation,

as an example.

• Parts of the presented work have been published / submitted to international

journals / conferences:

1. B. Arnonkijpanich, B. Hammer, A. Hasenfuss, C. Lursinsap, Matrix Learn-

ing for Topograhpic Neural Maps, In: V. Kurkova, R. Neruda, J.Koutnik

(eds.), ICANN’2008, pp. 572-582, Springer, 2008.

2. B. Arnonkijpanich, A. Hasenfuss, B. Hammer, Local Matrix Adaptation in

Clustering and Applications for Manifold Visualization, Neural Networks,

accepted.
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3. B. Arnonkijpanich, B. Hammer, Global Coordination based on Matrix Neu-

ral Gas for Dynamic Texture Synthesis, In: N. El Gayar, F. Schwenker

(eds.), ANNPR’2010, pp. 84-95, Springer, 2010.

4. B. Arnonkijpanich, A. Hasenfuss, B. Hammer, Local Matrix Adaptation in

Topographic Neural Maps, Neurocomputing, under revision.

Thesis structure

This thesis is divided into six chapters. In the first chapter, we identify the basic prob-

lem and scope of work. Chapter 2 introduces topographic neural maps with batch

and online learning. Chapter 3 describes an extension of neural maps to local PCA.

In this chapter, matrix clustering with batch optimizationis introduced. The math-

ematical proofs of convergence and complexity are presented. A restriction to low

rank matrices is discovered to achieve lower complexity andbetter numerical stabil-

ity. Chapter 4 shows the experimental results on benchmark data evaluated by two

different measures: cluster coherence and classification accuracy. Several applications

are demonstrated on problems of classification, clustering, and image compression.

Likewise, evaluation criteria and the compression ratio used in image compression are

discussed. Chapter 5 contains the integration of matrix clustering into two applica-

tions, i.e. manifold visualization and dynamic texture synthesis. This chapter gives an

extension of matrix neural gas (MNG) to mixtures of local linear models with respon-

sibilities, and introduces MNG as the basis for manifold charting. The visualization

results on artificial and real life data sets are shown, in which 1-NN classification and

trustworthiness are used as evaluation measures. Furthermore, visible comparisons

on image data reveal the structure representation of images. In the latter part of this

chapter, we address the problem of dynamic texture synthesis and provide a compar-

ison between MNG and a probabilistic model together with charting and traversing

5



technique. Eventually, in chapter 6, this thesis concludeswith a summary of the con-

tributions and a discussion of possible future directions for this work.
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CHAPTER 2

Topographic neural maps

A neural map is an important neural model in unsupervised vector quantization. It

conceptually works by dividing a large set of vectors into groups, and each group is

then represented by its centroid or prototype. Neural map algorithms are based on

the competitive learning paradigm, and originally used in several applications, e.g.

data representation and compression, visualization, clustering, and prototyped based

classification. Some of the most popular methods of neural maps are K-means, self-

organizing map (SOM), and neural gas (NG). Among these techniques, K-Means is

the most simple one but it is very sensitive to the initialization of the prototype distri-

bution, which can lead to convergence to local minima. Therefore, K-means should be

improved, e.g. by combining it with topology-preserving algorithms such as SOM and

NG. Such neighborhood based topology preservation in SOM and NG also reduces the

influence of initialization.

Topographic neural map algorithms: SOM and NG

The self-organizing map (SOM) as proposed by Kohonen constitutes one of the most

popular data inspection and visualization tools due to its intuitive, robust, and flex-

ible behavior with numerous applications ranging from web and text mining up to

telecommunications and robotics [20]. A SOM consists of twomajor modules: the

input space and the lateral lattice space. At input space, typical prototype vectors are

7



used to approximate a distribution of input vectors by meansof a clustering process in

the training data. On the low-dimensional projection space, a fixed low dimensional

connectivity between the neurons is arranged on a regular lattice structure. A proto-

type vector or reference vector is associated to each neuron. This feature is used to

connect both modules together and also to visualize data. The SOM generalizes stan-

dard vector quantization by integrating this priorly fixed prototype topology, this way

achieving a method which is much more insensitive to initialconditions and which

also extracts topological information about the given data. The main goal of SOM is

to transform patterns in input space which displays arbitrary dimensionality onto one-

or two-dimensional array of neurons, such that topologicalordering and neighborhood

preservation takes place. Because of this topological ordering, it assures that vectors

closely located in input space are assigned to adjacent neurons on the topological map.

Neural gas (NG) as introduced by Martinetz transfers ideas of SOM towards an

optimum neighborhood structure such that a representationby prototypes and topo-

graphic mapping of data can be achieved without any constraints on the topology given

by a prior lattice structure [25]. In addition, NG is categorized as unsupervised ver-

sion of a vector quantization technique with soft competition between the neurons like

SOM. NG consists of a set of units called neurons. Each unit has an associated refer-

ence vector indicating the position of the prototype. Theseprototypes are considered

as centers of receptive fields in input space. The learning algorithm of NG is quite

similar to the one of SOM except for the neighborhood function. In the SOM model,

the neigborhood structure is imposed on a lateral lattice space. For the neural gas

model, in contrast to SOM, no topology of a fixed dimensionality is defined on the

network. Both methods have in common that they extract typical prototypes from the

data which are arranged according to the local data characteristics. Thereby, neighbor-

hood integration accounts for the fact that the models are widely insensitive to initial

conditions. A variety of alternative prototype based clustering methods have been pro-
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posed including standard vector quantization e.g. by meansof the popular k-means

algorithm, probabilistic extensions such as mixture of Gaussians, or fuzzy variants of

prototype-based clustering [3, 15, 41, 51, 52].

Batch and online learning

Popular training algorithms of K-means, SOM and NG can be classified into two ma-

jor schemes, batch and online. The batch scheme of neural maps can be divided into

two steps: vectors assignment and centroids relocation. The first step, vectors assign-

ment, starts once the centroids have been placed in the inputspace. In this step the

algorithm iterates over all vectors in the dataset and assigns each vector to the closest

centroid, and vectors that are assigned to a particular centroid form a cluster. The next

step, centroids relocation, moves the centroids to the positions in the input space that

correspond to the average position of each cluster. The online version can be divided

into the same two steps: assignment and relocation. However, both schemes differ in

their execution of the two steps. While the batch version iterates over all vectors of the

whole dataset before the centroids are relocated, the online version moves a centroid at

every step of the iteration, that is, each vector of the dataset pulls the nearest centroid

and its neighbors with a certain distance towards itself. Ingeneral, this distance is 1%

of the distance between the vector and the centroid. The centroids appear to be gliding

rather than jumping towards the cluster centres of the dataset. This process is repeated

until some termination criterion is reached.

2.1 Formulas of topographic neural maps

Here we introduce the concepts of NG, k-means, and SOM formally. Assume data

points~x ∈ R
m are distributed according to a probability distributionP . The goal of

9



prototype based clustering is to represent data by means of prototype vectors~wi ∈

R
m, i = 1, . . . , n, such that they represent the distribution as accurately aspossible.

Thereby, a data point~x ∈ R
m is represented by the winning prototype~wI(~x) which is

the prototype located closest to the data point, i.e.

I(~x) = argmini{d(~x, ~w
i)} (2.1)

measured according to the squared Euclidean distance

d(~x, ~wi) = (~x− ~wi)t(~x− ~wi) . (2.2)

The mathematical objective of vector quantization is to minimize the quantization error

EVQ(~w) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

∫

δi,I(~x) · d(~x, ~w
i)P (d~x) (2.3)

whereδi,j denotes the Kronecker delta symbol. Given a finite set of training examples

~x1, . . . , ~xp, the popular k-means algorithm optimizes the corresponding discrete cost

function

Edisc
VQ (~w) =

1

2
·

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

δi,I(~xj) · d(~x
j, ~wi) (2.4)

by means of an iterative optimization scheme, at each step optimizing first data assign-

ments and then prototype locations by means of the updates

kij := δi,I(~xj), ~wi :=
∑

j

kij~x
j/
∑

j

kij (2.5)

Since the cost function (2.3) is usually highly multimodal,k-means clustering gets

easily stuck in local optima and multiple restarts are necessary to achieve a good solu-

tion. There are several proposals to get around this problem, such as e.g. deterministic

annealing or alternative continuous optimization schemes[52, 53].

NG and SOM offer further alternatives which integrate neighborhood cooperation

of the prototypes. This way, the sensitivity to initial conditions which is given for k-

means can be diminished [54], i.e. the models are robust withrespect to initialization.
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This is one goal of SOM and NG. In addition, neighborhood cooperation accounts for

a topological arrangement of prototypes such that browsingand, in the case of SOM

with low-dimensional lattice structure, direct visualization of data become possible.

The cost function of NG is given by

ENG(~w) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

∫

hσ(ki(~x)) · d(~x, ~w
i)P (d~x) (2.6)

whereki(~x) ∈ {0, . . . , n−1} constitutes the location of prototypei in a permutation of

prototypes obtained as follows: the prototypes are arranged according to their distance

from vector~x. If the distances are mutually disjoint, it is given by

ki(~x) = |{~w
j | d(~x, ~wj) < d(~x, ~wi)}| (2.7)

Thereby,|{·}| refers to the size of the set of vectors. If distances coincide, ties are

broken deterministically.hσ(t) = exp(−t/σ) is a Gaussian shaped curve with neigh-

borhood rangeσ > 0. Obviously, for vanishing neighborhoodσ → 0, the quantization

error (2.3) is recovered. For a given finite data set as above,the NG cost function (2.6)

can be translated into the corresponding discrete cost function

Edisc
NG (~w) =

1

2
·

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

hσ(ki(~x
j)) · d(~xj, ~wi) (2.8)

which can be optimized according to an online or batch scheme. NG is usually op-

timized by means of a stochastic gradient descent method, i.e. the online version.

Online training initializes the neuron weights~wi at random and then adapts iteratively

all neurons according to a presented pattern~xj by the following rules

kij := ki(~x
j), ~wi := ~wi + η · hσ(kij) · [~x

j − ~wi] (2.9)

whereη is the learning rate which decrease with increasing time. Ina batch scheme,

(2.8) can be optimized in analogy to k-means (2.5) using the update rules

kij := ki(~x
j), ~wi :=

∑

j

hσ(kij)~x
j/
∑

j

hσ(kij) (2.10)
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as pointed out in the approach [7]. During training, either online or batch, the neigh-

borhood rangeσ is annealed close to0 such that the quantization error is approximated

in final steps. In intermediate steps, a neighborhood structure of the prototypes is de-

termined by the ranks according to the given training data. This choice, on the one

hand, accounts for a high robustness of the algorithm with respect to local minima

of the quantization error, on the other hand, NG can be extended to extract an op-

timum topological structure from the data by means of Hebbian updates (for online

NG) [26]. For batch NG, the data topology can be extracted after training, by con-

necting all prototypes which constitute the first and secondwinner for at least one data

point, as shown in [26]. In both cases, the topology is correct if data and prototypes are

sufficiently dense, as specified in [26]. Due to its simple adaptation rule, the indepen-

dence of a prior lattice, and the independence of initialization because of the integrated

neighborhood cooperation, NG offers a simple and highly effective algorithm for data

clustering.

SOM uses the adaptation strengthhσ(nd(I(~x
j), i)) instead ofhσ(ki(~x

j)), where

nd is the distance of neuronsI(~xj) andi on a priorly chosen, often two-dimensional

neighborhood structure of the neurons. A low-dimensional lattice offers the possibility

to visualize data easily. However, if the primary goal is clustering, a fixed topology

puts restrictions on the map and topology preservation can be violated. The original

SOM does not possess a cost function in the continuous case and its mathematical in-

vestigation is difficult [5, 57]. A slight change of the winner notation can be associated

to a cost function as pointed out by Heskes and colleagues [55, 16]. (Earlier propos-

als of cost functions for discrete SOM variants or self-organization can be found in

[56, 58]; however, we will use the form as proposed by Heskes in this contribution.)

We substitute the winner by

I∗(~x) = argmini

n
∑

l=1

hσ(nd(i, l))d(~x, ~w
l) , (2.11)
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i.e. the prototype whose lattice-neighbors are closest to~x as measured by the average

distance over the local lattice neighborhood of the prototype. This way, SOM opti-

mizes the cost

ESOM(~w) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

∫

δi,I∗(~x) ·
n
∑

l=1

hσ(nd(i, l)) · d(~x, ~w
l)P (d~x) (2.12)

as pointed out by Heskes [16]. Like NG, SOM can be optimized inonline and batch

schemes. For a given finite set of training data as beforehand, batch optimization is

characterized by the iterative updates

kij := δi,I∗(~xj), ~wi :=
∑

j,l

kljhσ(nd(l, i))~x
j/
∑

j,l

kljhσ(nd(l, i)) (2.13)

of assignments and prototype vectors. For online optimization which is usually per-

formed through a stochastic gradient descent method, each prototype vector can be

iteratively adapted according to a randomly chosen input pattern~xj using an update

rule

~wi := ~wi + η · hσ(nd(I(~x
j), i)) · [~xj − ~wi] (2.14)

where the learning rateη is a decreasing function of time. Thereby, the winnerI(~xj)

is used in original SOM, whereas a derivation from the cost function as proposed by

Heskes leads toI∗(~xj). The neigborhood strength is thereby annealedσ → 0 (or

a small nonvanishing value, respectively, depending on theapplication area) during

training. This yields to a very fast adaptation towards a topology preserving map (for

nonvanishingσ) such that browsing and, in the case of a low dimensional lattice, data

visualization become possible. Topological mismatches can occur due to two reasons,

a mismatch of data and lattice topology or a too fast adaptation, as discussed e.g. in

[59, 11, 55]. In particular for batch SOM, topological defects can occur due to the fast

convergence depending on the initialization [11]. For batch NG, the effect seems to be

less pronounced [7].
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It has been proved in [7] that batch SOM and batch NG converge to a local opti-

mum of the corresponding cost functions in a finite number of steps. Both methods

offer clustering schemes which require only few parametersfor the adaptation scheme:

the number of training epochs, the neighborhood annealing scheme, the number of

neurons, i.e. clusters, and the lattice topology. This way,robust methods are obtained

which do not need a time consuming optimization of the learning rate.
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CHAPTER 3

Local matrix adaptation in topographic neural maps

3.1 Extension of topographic neural maps

Topographic neural maps with non-standard metrics

Clustering methods such as SOM, NG, and k-means rely on the Euclidean metric such

that isotropic cluster shapes with spherical class boundaries are found by the models.

In consequence, neither different scaling nor correlations of the data dimensions are

taken into account, and the methods provide good compression schemes only in the

case of essentially isotropic clusters of the data space. Todeal with non-isotropic

clusters, a large number of prototypes is needed to represent locally non-isotropic data

faithfully.

A number of researches use alternative of the single Euclidean metric which bet-

ter suit the respective situation. The Minkowski metrics asproposed in [10] is one

of example which can be transformed into the Manhattan, Euclidean or even Cheby-

chev metric. Several methods extend SOM and NG towards more general distance

measures, such as variants which allow to process general dissimilarity data given by a

data matrix of pairwise distances only [7, 13, 47, 48, 49, 50]. These methods, however,

use a fixed priorly chosen metric. For the Euclidean setting,a number of approaches

which adapt the distance calculation to the data at hand havebeen proposed such that

more general cluster shapes can be accounted for and models with few prototypes can
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already faithfully represent the data. The methods [32, 35]extend the setting towards a

scenario where auxiliary information (such as label information) is available and they

adapt the metric such that the aspects which are relevant forthis supervised labeling of

data are emphasized in the visualization. These settings require additional knowledge

for the adaptation of the metric parameters.

Extension of neural maps to local PCA

Methods which are solely based on unsupervised training data for the neural map in-

clude the popular adaptive subspace SOM which extracts invariant features in terms of

invariant local subspaces attached to the prototypes [21].A similar idea is proposed in

the approaches [23, 28, 37, 1, 19, 42, 43, 27, 46, 8, 40] where prototypes are enriched

by vectors corresponding to the local main principal directions of the data. These

methods combine principal component analysis (PCA) techniques such as Oja’s rule

and extensions thereof with a vector quantization scheme such as SOM, possibly using

an enriched metric. Thereby, the neighborhood structure ofSOM or NG is partially in-

cluded into the local PCA procedures such that a faster convergence of the results can

be achieved, see e.g. [28, 42]. Further, some of the approaches point out the efficient

and intuitive visualization capability of the methods, such as [43].

Such extensions of neural maps to local PCA demonstrate that achange of data

representation, which corresponds to a change of the metric, can impressively improve

the clustering quality. However, most approaches rely on heuristics only, or the learn-

ing rules are derived separately for clustering and PCA, respectively. Partially, the

methods also formally establish stability of parts of the learning rules such as [28].

To our knowledge, however, none of these approaches derivesthe learning rules of

vector quantization and determination of the principal directions from a uniform cost

function and shows convergence of the corresponding learning algorithm. Exceptions
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are given by statistical models such as [38, 44, 43] which derive learning rules of class

centers and principal directions from uniform statisticalapproaches which model PCA

by means of a latent space model or which are based on mixture models and metric

adaptation, respectively. Note that adaptations of statistical models which work partic-

ularly well in high dimensions have also been proposed, suchas [45]. Learning rules

can be derived by means of the expectation maximization algorithm – however, these

models do not directly extend the standard SOM or NG update rules, respectively,

rather, they use a statistical approach. Further, partially, the methods are sensitive to

initialization of the parameters.

The goal of our work is to clarify the connection of standard cost functions of NG

and SOM, metric learning by means of matrix adaptation, and local PCA models. More

specifically, we will argue in our work that local PCA learningand vector quantization

can be interpreted as matrix learning. The latter can be derived from a cost function

which constitutes a simple extension of the standard cost function of NG towards an

adaptive metric. As a consequence, convergence of a batch optimization scheme can

be shown. This batch optimization method leads to tools which are very similar to

alternative methods in the literature such as [28]. Therefore, this derivation also gives

some theoretical background for efficient methods as already proposed in the literature.

There exist several approaches in the literature which enrich the metric used for

vector quantization towards a general adaptive form. One very elegant possibility

represents the metric by a full matrix which can take an adaptive weighting of the

dimensions as well as correlations of dimensions into account. This scheme has

been integrated into standard k-means algorithm and fuzzy extensions thereof as well

as supervised prototype-based learning schemes such as learning vector quantization

[29, 12, 36] and its algorithmic outline can be seen as a batchvariant of the method

proposed in [28]. Interestingly, for k-means and fuzzy-k-means, matrix adaptation
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corresponds to an estimation of the local Mahalanobis distance of data. Hence the lo-

cal principal directions are implicitly determined in these approaches and clusters are

given by ellipsoids aligned along the local principal directions of data. To our knowl-

edge, no such extensions of neural vector quantization schemes such as NG and SOM

towards general adaptive local matrices exist.

In this approach, we extend the cost function of NG and SOM towards general

adaptive matrices which characterize the metric. This way,prototype based repre-

sentations result which rely on local data representationswhich can take scaling and

correlations into account. Thus, the points with equal distance from a prototype have

ellipsoidal rather than spherical shape, such that SOM and NG can represent data faith-

fully using less neurons than the standard Euclidean versions. We derive update rules

of the parameters based on a uniform underlying cost function of NG and SOM in the

variant as proposed by Heskes [16], relying on batch optimization schemes. The re-

sulting update rules for the matrix correspond to a generalized Mahalanobis distance,

hence the method can be linked to local PCA methods. Thus, a link of a formal cost

function which resembles the one of NG and SOM, respectively, matrix learning, and

local PCA results. We show convergence of the update rules, and we demonstrate

their behavior in a variety of benchmark examples and an application to image com-

pression. These experiments mainly serve the purpose to demonstrate that the derived

batch rules lead to reasonable data representations which correspond to local PCA

models. We demonstrate that initialization of the prototypes has only a minor effect on

the outcome of the algorithm. Further, an application to image compression demon-

strates that local PCA models can be used as a submodule in interesting problems. All

experiments, however, mainly serve as a demonstration of the principled behavior of

batch optimization for local PCA models, they are not intended as real-life applications

since no adaptation of the model to high dimensionality has been done.
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The direct batch optimization scheme uses a generalizationof the Mahalanobis

distance, i.e. it relies on the inverse of the data covariance matrix. This is often singular

or near singular for high dimensional data, such that numerical problems result for the

direct batch approach. Further, matrix inversion requirescubic complexity with respect

to data dimensionality, i.e. it is not very efficient for highdimensional data. In [28],

an elegant solution for this problem is proposed by fixing a number of metric values

towards a small multiple of the unit matrix. We discuss, in how far this alternative

learning rule can be derived from a constrained optimization of the extended NG cost

function. We show that, under reasonable conditions on the size of the eigenvalues, a

connection can be established. All of this will be verified inthe following sections.

3.2 Batch matrix learning

Classical NG and SOM rely on the Euclidean metric which tends to induce isotropic

cluster shapes. Thus the optimal configuration of clusters depends on the scaling or

transformation of the data features. General ellipsoidal shapes can be achieved more

easily by the generalized metric form

dΛi
(~x, ~wi) = (~x− ~wi)tΛi(~x− ~wi) (3.1)

instead of the squared Euclidean metric (2.2) whereΛi ∈ R
m×m is a symmetric pos-

itive definite matrix withdet Λi = 1. These constraints are necessary to guarantee

that the resulting formula defines a metric which does not degenerate to a trivial form

(Λi = 0 constituting an obvious trivial optimum of the cost functions). The condition

det Λi = 1 could be substituted by an alternative constraint or weakercondition which

avoids the convergence ofΛi towards0. The settingdetΛi = 1 has the advantage

that it can directly be treated analytically and it leads to avery simple and intuitive

solution.
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A general matrix can induce nonuniform scaling of the data dimensions and in-

clude correlations into distance computation, such that a more general form results.

This way, the direct connection to vector quantization schemes becomes less clear, but

the resulting data representation method becomes more powerful. Obviously, an opti-

mum matrixΛi is not known before training. Therefore we optimize the parameterΛi

according to the given training data. The following cost functions result:

ENG(~w,Λ) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

∫

hσ(ki(~x)) · dΛi
(~x, ~wi)P (d~x) (3.2)

for matrix NG and

ESOM(~w,Λ) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

∫

δi,I∗(~x) ·

n
∑

l=1

hσ(nd(i, l)) · dΛl
(~x, ~wl)P (d~x) (3.3)

for matrix SOM, wherebyΛi is restricted to symmetric positive definite forms with

det Λi = 1 and the assignmentski(~x) andI∗(~x), respectively, are computed based on

all thedΛi
as follows:

ki(~x) = |{~w
j | dΛj

(~x, ~wj) < dΛi
(~x, ~wi)}|

and

I∗(~x) = argmini

n
∑

l=1

hσ(nd(i, l))dΛl
(~x, ~wl) .

Matrix NG

We derive batch optimization schemes for matrix NG and matrix SOM based on these

cost functions. First, we consider matrix NG. We assume thata finite number of train-

ing data~x1, . . . ,~xp are given and we consider the associated discrete cost function of

NG

Edisc
NG (~w,Λ) =

1

2

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

hσ(ki(~x
j)) · dΛi

(~xj, ~wi) (3.4)
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As for batch NG, we introduce hidden variableskij for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p

which constitute a permutation of{0, . . . , n− 1} for every fixedj, and we extend the

cost function to

Edisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij) =

∑

ij

hσ(kij) · dΛi
(~xj, ~wi)

where the hidden variableskij take the place of the original valueski(~xj), the latter

depending on~w andΛ. Obviously, optimal assignmentskij fulfill the equalitykij =

ki(~x
j) such thatEdisc

NG (~w,Λ, kij) = Edisc
NG (~w,Λ) for optimum choices of the hidden

variableskij. Batch optimization, in turn, optimizes the hidden variables kij for fixed

Λ and ~w, and it determines optimum parametersΛ and ~w given fixed assignmentskij.

Because the cost functionEdisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij) has a much simpler form w.r.t.~w andΛ

than the original one, optima can be determined analytically. The learning algorithm

is obtained by computing the optima ofEdisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij) for fixed kij and, in turn, for

fixed ~wi andΛi, respectively. Based on this consideration update formulascan be

derived as follows.

Theorem 3.2.1.Assume~w and Λ are fixed. Then optimum assignmentskij of the

cost functionEdisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij) with the constraint thatkij constitutes a permutation of

{0, . . . , n− 1} for fixedj, are given by the equation

kij = ki(~x
j). (3.5)

Proof: Assumekij is chosen different fromki(~xj). Then, two indicesi1 andi2 exist

such thatdΛi1
(~xj, ~wi1) < dΛi2

(~xj, ~wi2) andki1j > ki2j, thushσ(ki1j) < hσ(ki2j) due to

the monotonicity ofhσ. Thus, we find for the corresponding terms of the cost function

hσ(ki1j) · dΛi1
(~xj, ~wi1) + hσ(ki2j) · dΛi2

(~xj, ~wi2) > hσ(ki2j) · dΛi1
(~xj, ~wi1) + hσ(ki1j) ·

dΛi2
(~xj, ~wi2), i.e. the assignments are not optimal. Contradiction. 2

Theorem 3.2.2.Given fixedkij. Assume

Si :=
∑

j

hσ(kij)(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t (3.6)
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is invertible. Then the local optima~w andΛ of the cost functionEdisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij) with

constraintdet Λi = 1, Λi is symmetric and positive definite, must fulfill

~wi =

∑

j hσ(kij)~x
j

∑

j hσ(kij)
(3.7)

and

Λi = S−1
i (detSi)

1/m (3.8)

Proof: Note that a positive semidefiniteΛi with determinant1 must be positive def-

inite. Therefore, we will deal with the constraint of positive semidefiniteness in the

following.

The mappingg : Rm×m → {Λ ∈ R
m×m |Λ is symmetric and positive semidefinite}

with g(Ω) = ΩtΩ is continuous and surjective. Therefore, for every local optimum

Λi, ~w of Edisc
NG with the constraint thatΛi has determinant1 andΛi is symmetric and

positive semidefinite, there must exist a local optimumΩi, ~w of the corresponding

compositionEdisc
NG andg with the constraint that the determinant ofg(Ωi) is 1 with

Λi = g(Ωi). Local optimaΩi, ~w can be found by Lagrange optimization. Taking into

account the constraint on the determinant we arrive at the following Lagrange function

for Ωi and ~w:

L(~w,Ω) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

hσ(kij) · dg(Ωi)(~x
j, ~wi)−

n
∑

i=1

λi(det g(Ωi)− 1)

with Lagrange parametersλi ∈ R. We search for stationary points of the Lagrange

function with respect to the optimization variables. Hence, we consider the derivatives

with respect toΩ and ~w.

First, we consider the derivative with respect to~w, more precisely, we consider the

directional derivative ofL with respect to~w in directionξ. This yields

∑

j

hσ(kij)(Λi(~w
i − ~xj))tξ.
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Since this must be0 for every possibleξ, we find
∑

j hσ(kij)(~w
i − ~xj) = 0 for all i

and, hence

~wi =

∑

j hσ(kij)~x
j

∑

j hσ(kij)

Taking the derivative ofL w.r.t the component[Ωi]pq of Ωi yields

∑

uv

∂L

∂[g(Ωi)]uv
·
[∂g(Ωi)]uv
∂[Ωi]pq

because of the chain rule.[·]pq refers to the indexpq of a matrix. One can compute

∂[g(Ωi)]uv
∂[Ωi]pq

=
∂
∑

l[Ωi]lu[Ωi]lv
∂[Ωi]pq

=































2 · [Ωi]pq if u = q = v

[Ωi]pv if u = q 6= v

[Ωi]pu if u 6= q = v

0 otherwise

Therefore, we find

∑

uv

∂L

∂[g(Ωi)]uv
·
∂[g(Ωi)]uv
∂[Ωi]pq

=
∑

l

∂L

∂[g(Ωi)]ql
· [Ωi]pl +

∑

l

∂L

∂[g(Ωi)]lq
· [Ωi]pl

= 2 ·
∑

l

∂L

∂[g(Ωi)]lq
· [Ωi]pl

becauseg(Ωi) is a symmetric matrix. This vanishes for local optima for allp, q. Hence

usingΛi = g(Ωi), we find

Ωi ·
∂L

∂[Λi]•q
= 0

for all q, where[Λi]•q refers to the vectors formed by the columns ofΛi. Ωi is invertible

because of the constraintdet Λi = 1, thus, we find

∂L

∂[Λi]pq
= 0

for all p andq, i.e. the partial derivatives w.r.t.Λi must be0.

Thus, we consider the derivative with respect tog(Ωi) = Λi. This derivative yields

∂L

∂Λi

=
∑

j

hσ(kij)(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t − λi(det Λi · Λ

−1
i ).
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Setting this to0 we obtain

Λi =

(

∑

j

hσ(kij)(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t

)−1

λi

becausedet Λi = 1. UsingSi =
∑

j hσ(kij)(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t we haveSiΛi =

λiI, I being the identity matrix, and, hence,det(SiΛi) = detSi = λm
i , thusλi =

(detSi)
1/m. Thus,Λi = S−1

i (detSi)
1/m because we assumeSi to be invertible. Thus,

the only local optimum of the cost function withdetΛi = 1 yields toΛi as specified

above.

Note that, obviously, the solution forΛi is symmetric becauseSi is symmetric, and

Λi is positive definite becauseSi is positive definite. Further, while the solution for

Λi depends on the optimum value of~w, the solution for~w is independent ofΛi, such

that the local optima~w, Λi of the cost function under the given constraint are given

explicitly by these formulas. 2

The question occurs under which condition the equalitydetSi 6= 0 holds forSi as

defined in eqn. (3.6), such that eqn. (3.8) is well defined. We can find a very simple

condition as follows.

Theorem 3.2.3.The matrixSi as defined in eqn. (3.6) is invertible if there exist at

leastm + 1 data points~xj in general position, i.e. all subsets ofm vectors of these

data points are linearly independent.

Proof: ConsiderSi =
∑

j hσ(kij)(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t. Note thathσ(kij) > 0 for all

σ. Thus,rj :=
√

hσ(kij) is well defined and positive. (For simplicity, we drop the

subscripti.) Define~yj := rj · (~x
j − ~wi). If m + 1 data points~xj in general position

exist, we findm linearly independent vectors which do not equal~wi, say~x1, . . . ,~xm.

If these vectors are linearly independent, then also every shift by a constant vector,

unless the shift moves one vector to the origin. Thus,~x1 − ~wi, . . . ,~xm − ~wi are also
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linearly independent, and so are~y1, . . . , ~ym, which constitute positive multiples of

these vectors.

Note thatSi =
∑m

j=1 ~y
j(~yj)t+

∑

j>m ~yj(~yj)t =: S1+S2. We can find an invertible

matrix M such thatM~yj equals thejth unit vector forj ≤ m because of the linear

independence. Thus, the first sumS1 can be expressed asM−1 ·I ·(M−1)t, I being the

identity matrix, which is invertible and positive definite.Because of the matrix equality

(I+ABt)−1 = I−A(I+BtA)−1Bt for matricesA andB, we can express the inverse

of the sum(S1 + ~x~xt)−1 = (S1)−1 − ((S1)−1~x~xt(S1)−1)/(I + ~xt(S1)−1~x) which is

well defined becauseS1 is positive definite. Hence, by induction,Si is invertible. 2

The requirement that points lie in general position is usually fulfilled (its probabil-

ity being one e.g. under the Borel or Lebesgue measure), at least if standard noise is

present. Thus, the crucial question when considering this condition is whether the data

dimensionality does not exceed the number of training points. This is often fulfilled

for ‘traditional’ data sets where the number of data points usually exceeds the data di-

mensionality. This is required for many classification and clustering methods since the

latter is directly related to the number of free parameters of a classifier or clustering

methods. However, with large margin methods becoming available such as the support

vector machine, the generalization ability of which dependon the margin achieved by

the classifier rather than the data dimensionality, also very high dimensional data sets

(e.g. microarray data or mass spectra) have been tackled in the literature, where this

condition is violated. We will discuss this issue later.

These considerations give rise to batch optimization for matrix NG. The update

formulas (3.5), (3.7), and (3.8) are iteratively applied until convergence. The algorithm

is as follows:
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Batch matrix NG

init ~wi (e.g. using random data points)

init Λi as identity matrixI

repeat until convergence

determinekij := ki(~x
j)

determine~wi :=
∑

j hσ(kij)~x
j/
∑

j hσ(kij)

determineΛi := S−1
i (detSi)

1/m where

Si :=
∑

j hσ(kij)(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t

We refer to one iteration, i.e. one adaptation ofkij, ~wi, andΛi as one epoch of the

algorithm. Usually, the neighborhoodσ is annealed to small values during training.

Note that the algorithm is well defined ifSi is invertible. As shown above, this holds if

at leastm+ 1 training points in general position exist, i.e. invertibility holds for many

standard data sets. Note that the incorporation of all data points into the computation of

Si (although possibly only with a small factor due to a small neighborhood) accounts

for a robustness of the algorithm such thatSi is (at least theoretically) invertible under

a mild condition on the training set.

However, in practice, there will be two problems. On the one hand, a neighborhood

close to zero, i.e. very smallσ can lead to a matrixSi which is numerically singular

such that matrix inversion is not possible in practice. Further, for high dimensional

data, the situation can occur that there exist less trainingpoints than data dimensions,

henceSi is always singular. One simple way around this problem is to choose an

approximated pseudoinverse(St
iSi + ǫ · I)−1Si with small ǫ > 0 and identity matrix

I, and the corresponding determinant. This can partially avoid numerical instabilities.

Nevertheless, the complexity of this computation is cubic in the data dimensionality

such that the learning rule is infeasible for high dimensions. We will discuss later

an alternative method with lower complexity by restrictingthe free parameters of the
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learning rule which has been proposed in the literature, andwe show first steps of its

connection to a variant of the cost function.

Before discussing this issue, we want to have a closer look at the solution which

results from these batch optimization formulas. The matrixSi corresponds to the corre-

lation of the data centered at prototype~wi and weighted according to ranked distances

from that prototype, ranked relative to distances from other prototypes. For vanishing

neighborhoodσ → 0, the standard correlation matrix of the receptive field is approxi-

mated and the distance corresponds to the Mahalanobis distance in the receptive field

of the prototype, up to overall scaling of the distance for that prototype. (Note that, as

already discussed above, the incorporation ofall data points into the computation has

a stabilizing effect, avoiding singularity of the matrix for reasonable situations.) The

Mahalanobis distance corresponds to a scaling of the principal axes of the data space

by the inverse eigenvalues in the eigendirections. Thus, ellipsoidal cluster shapes arise

whose main directions are centered along the local principal directions of the data,

and the scaling is elongated along the main principal components - in these directions,

the eigenvalues are large, i.e. their inverses are small; therefore, deviations along these

main directions are better tolerated by the induced metric than deviations along the mi-

nor components. We conclude that matrix learning performs implicit local PCA and

the main local principal components at~wi can be discovered by looking at the minor

principal components ofΛi. Unlike standard PCA, neighborhood cooperation is ap-

plied to both prototype adaptation and matrix learning during batch training. This is

beneficial e.g. for small clusters where the corresponding Mahalanobis distance would

be singular since only a small number of points contribute tothe correlation matrix.

We would like to point out that it is easily possible to use only one global matrix

Λ instead of local matricesΛi attached to the prototypes, as proposed in [29]. The

resulting formula forΛ is easily obtained from the ones given above by means of the
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sum of the local matricesSi. This way, the number of parameters is reduced and

a global Mahalanobis distance which is derived from the datacentered around their

respective class prototypes is obtained.

Matrix k-means is obtained as the limitσ → 0, i.e. only the data points in a recep-

tive field contribute to the location of the prototype and thecorresponding matrix.

Matrix SOM

Matrix learning for SOM can be derived in a similar way. We only shortly sketch

the corresponding derivation. As before, we introduce hidden variableskij for i =

1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p which are contained in{0, 1} such that
∑

i kij = 1 for all ~xj.

The cost function of SOM for a given discrete data set is substituted by

Edisc
SOM(~w,Λ, kij) =

1

2

∑

ij

kij ·
∑

l

hσ(nd(i, l)) · dΛl
(~xj, ~wl)

where the hidden variableskij substitute the termδi,I∗(~xj) which depends on~w and~Λ.

For optimum assignmentskij, the two values are obviously identical. As before, iter-

ative optimization ofEdisc
SOM(~w,Λ, kij) w.r.t. ~w, Λ andkij is done, using the respective

local optima:

• Assume~wi andΛi are fixed. Then optimum values of the cost functionEdisc
SOM(~w,Λ, kij)

under the constraintkij ∈ {0, 1} such that
∑

i kij = 1 for all j are given by

kij = δi,I∗(~xj) (3.9)

where the winnerI∗(~xj) is given by (3.2).

• Assumekij are fixed. Then, the parameters~wi and matricesΛi with constraint

detΛi = 1 that yield local optima of the cost functionEdisc
SOM(~w,Λ, kij) can be

computed as follows: As before, we can enforce positive semidefiniteness by
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settingΛi = Ωt
iΩi. The fact that the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect

to Ωi is 0, can be reduced to the fact that the derivative with respect to Λi is

vanishing, as beforehand. The corresponding Lagrange function is

L(~wi,Λi) =
1

2

∑

ij

kij ·
∑

l

hσ(nd(i, l)) · dΛl
(~xj, ~wl)−

∑

i

λi(det Λi − 1)

with Lagrange parametersλi ∈ R.

The directional derivative of the Lagrange function w.r.t.~wi into directionξ van-

ishes for all directions, hence one can compute

~wi =
∑

jl

kljhσ(nd(l, i))~x
j/
∑

jl

kljhσ(nd(l, i)) (3.10)

Setting the derivative w.r.tΛi to 0 we obtain

Λi =

(

∑

lj

kljhσ(nd(l, i))(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t

)−1

λi

We set

Si :=
∑

lj

kljhσ(nd(l, i))(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t (3.11)

and obtain

Λi = S−1
i (detSi)

1/m (3.12)

as before, whereby, now, the correlation matrixSi is measured taking the lat-

tice structure of SOM into account. As before,Λi is symmetric becauseSi is

symmetric, andΛi is positive definite ifSi is positive definite. As before, this

holds if at leastm + 1 data points~xj in general position exist. Further, vanish-

ing neighborhoodσ → 0 approximates the standard correlation, i.e. ellipsoidal

clusters aligned along the local principal components as for matrix NG.

We substitute the adaptation rules of matrix NG by these new adaptation rules

given by eqns.(3.9)-(3.12) to arrive at matrix SOM.
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Convergence

Here we show convergence of matrix learning for NG, as an example, the argumen-

tation for SOM being similar. Thereby, we assume thatSi is invertible, e.g. because

m+ 1 data points in general position exist. Further, we considera fixed neighborhood

radiusσ at first.

First, we prove that the assignments in every epoch constitute not only local optima,

but global optima of the cost function if the remaining partsare fixed. This has already

been proved for the assignmentskij. For the remaining parameters, we obtain the

following:

Theorem 3.2.4.Assume the assignmentskij are fixed. Assume at leastm + 1 data

points~xi in general position exist. Then, the choice of~wi as given by eq. (3.7) and

Λi as given by eq. (3.8) constitute global optima of the cost functionEdisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij)

with respect to~wi andΛi with the constraintsdetΛi = 1, Λi is symmetric and positive

definite.

Proof: Note that the solution of~wi as given by eq. (3.7) is independent ofΛi, such

that these settings are well defined. They constitute the only local optima of the cost

function, as already shown previously.

The feasible range of~wi is R
m, i.e. a closed set. The feasible range ofΛi is the

intersection of the matrices with determinant one (a closedset) and the positive definite

matrices (also a closed set), i.e. a closed set. We equip the space of prototypes with

the standard Euclidean metric and the space of matrices withthe Frobenius norm, both

denoted by‖·‖. We will show that, if‖~wi‖ → ∞ or ‖Λi‖ → ∞, then the cost function

E → ∞. Then, becauseE is continuous and the considered feasible range is closed,

the minimum ofE with respect to~wi andΛi must be attained. Since there is only

one candidate for a local optimum given by eqns. 3.7 and 3.8, this candidate must be a
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global optimum.

Now we show thatE increases beyond bounds in the Euclidean norm if a prototype

or a matrix does in the Euclidean resp. Frobenius norm. If‖~wi‖ → ∞, we can find one

component[~wi]l → ∞. (This notation refers to componentl of the vector.) We can

represent every symmetric matrixΛi with determinant1 uniquely in the formΛi =

U t
iDiUi whereUi is contained in the orthogonal groupO(m) andDi is a diagonal

matrix with determinant1. SinceO(m) is compact‖Λi‖ → ∞ includes that[Di]ll →

∞ for one diagonal element ofDi.

There exist at leastm + 1 points in general position, we can assume without loss

of generality that these are enumerated as~x1, . . . ,~xm+1. We can find a positiveǫ such

that a ball with radiusǫ is contained in the convex hull of these points. This property

is preserved if the points are transformed by a conformal mapping, since lengths and

angles are preserved by such a mapping.

Consider the cost functionE. It can be written as

Edisc
NG (~w,Λ, kij) =

1

2
·
∑

ij

hσ(kij) · dΛi
(~xj, ~wi)

=
1

2
·
∑

ij

hσ(kij) · (Ui(~x
j − ~wi))t ·Di · (Ui(~x

j − ~wi))

=
1

2
·
∑

ij

hσ(kij) ·
∑

l

[Di]ll[Ui(~x
j − ~wi)]2l .

Obviously,E decomposes into positive summands. Note that~x 7→ Ui(~x− ~wi) consti-

tutes a conformal mapping, hence a ball of radiusǫ is contained in the convex hull of

the firstm+ 1 such points.

Assume[~wi]l → ∞ for some prototype~wi and componentl. SinceO(m) is com-

pact, the vectorUi(~x
j − ~wi) contains at least one component which converges to∞.

Thus, eitherE →∞ or [Di]ll → 0 for some matrix element. In the latter case, because

of detDi = 1, we find a matrix element ofDi which converges to∞, i.e. we are in the
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following setting.

Assume[Di]ll → ∞. Since a ball of radiusǫ is contained in the convex hull of

Ui(~x
j − ~wi) for j = 1, . . . ,m + 1 and every choice of~wi andUi, we find coefficients

αj ≥ 0 with
∑m+1

j=1 αj = 1, defining a point on the convex hull of the transformed

data points, with[
∑m+1

j=1 αjUi(~x
j − ~wi)]2l > ǫ2. Hencemaxj[Ui(~x

j − ~wi)]2l > ǫ2 and,

therefore,E →∞. Thus, in all cases, the cost function convergesE →∞. 2

This result allows us to prove convergence of matrix NG.

Theorem 3.2.5.Assume there existm + 1 data points~xi in general position. Assume

the neighborhood parameterσ > 0 is fixed. Then, matrix NG converges after a finite

number of epochs.

Proof: Note that the discrete cost function of NG can be written as

Edisc
NG (~w,Λ) =

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

f1(kij(~w,Λ)) · f
ij
2 (~w,Λ) (3.13)

wheref1(kij) = hσ(ki(~x
j)) andf ij

2 = dΛi
(~xj, ~wi).

Batch optimization substitutes the dependent valueskij(~w,Λ) by new hidden pa-

rameters which are optimized under the constraint thatkij constitute a permutation of

{0, . . . , n− 1} for every fixedi. For optimum valueskij given fixed~w, Λ, the equality

kij = kij(~w,Λ) holds. Batch clustering in turn finds optimum values~w andΛ, given

fixed assignmentskij and it determines optimum assignmentskij given fixed parame-

ters~w andΛ, as we have already shown. We can assume that the respective optima are

unique, which is obvious from the formulas for~w andΛ, and which can be achieved

for kij by breaking ties deterministically.

Consider the function

Q(~w,Λ, ~w′,Λ′) =
n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

f1(kij(~w,Λ)) · f
ij
2 (~w′,Λ′) (3.14)
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wherekij(~w,Λ) denotes the unique optimum assignment ofkij for the cost func-

tion (3.13), given fixed~w andΛ. It holdsEdisc
NG (~w,Λ) = Q(~w,Λ, ~w,Λ). Denote by

~w(t) andΛ(t) the values derived in batch clustering in epocht. Then we find

Edisc
NG (~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) = Q(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))

≤ Q(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))

becausekij(~w(t + 1),Λ(t + 1)) are optimum assignments for given~w(t + 1) and

Λ(t + 1). Further, we have a strict inequality if the assignments change i.e.kij(~w(t +

1),Λ(t+ 1)) 6= kij(~w(t),Λ(t)). Further, we find

Q(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) ≤

Q(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t),Λ(t)) = Edisc
NG (~w(t),Λ(t))

because~w(t + 1) andΛ(t + 1) are chosen as optimum values for the assignments

kij(~w(t),Λ(t)). Hence

Edisc
NG (~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) ≤ Edisc

NG (~w(t),Λ(t))

Thus, the cost function (3.14) is decreased in consecutive steps and the inequality is

strict if the assignmentskij change. Since the assignmentskij stem from a finite set and

the respective optimum values are unique, the algorithm converges in a finite number

of steps towards a fixed point~w∗, Λ∗ of the algorithm. 2

Further, one can show that this fixed point is at a local optimum of the cost function

Edisc
NG (~w,Λ) (and not only the correlated functionEdisc

NG (~w,Λ, kij)) under mild condi-

tions on the solution.

Theorem 3.2.6.Assume~w∗, Λ∗ is a fixed point of matrix NG with fixed neighborhood

parameterσ. Assume that there do not exist prototypes~wi and ~wj in ~w∗ and data points

~x with dΛi
(~wi, ~x) = dΛj

(~wj, ~x). Then~w∗ andΛ∗ is a local optimum ofEdisc
NG (~w,Λ).
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Proof: If dΛi
(~wi, ~x) 6= dΛj

(~wj, ~x) for every two prototypes in the found solution~w∗,

the underlying cost function (3.13) is continuous at~w∗, Λ∗, and, since the assignments

kij are discrete, the functionkij(~w,Λ) is constant in a vicinity of~w∗, Λ∗. Hence

Edisc
NG (·) andQ(~w∗,Λ∗, ·) are identical in a neighborhood of~w∗, Λ∗, i.e. local optima

of Q correspond to local optima ofE. As shown beforehand, we arrive at a local

optimum of this function simultaneously for the matrices and prototypes given fixed

assignmentskij . Hence, we arrive at a local optimum ofE itself, if no distances of a

data point to two different prototypes coincide (which is a set of measure zero). 2

It is guaranteed that the algorithm converges to a local optimum of the cost function

for fixed neighborhood radiusσ. Note, however, that the found solution can be a local

but not a global optimum of the cost functionE.

One can extend the result on convergence to the case of varying neighborhood

parameterσ → 0. As before, one epoch refers to one loop, i.e. one adaptation

of kij, ~wi, andΛi. We refer to the neighborhood parameter in thet’th epoch by

σt. We will need in the proof of the convergence that the assignment of data points

based on the distance to their winner is unique. To guaranteethis a priori, we need

a further assumption on the data set: When performing matrix NG, the parameters

kij obtained in an epoch give rise to winner assignmentsαij ∈ {0, 1} with αij =

1 ⇐⇒ kij = 0. The limit of the corresponding prototypes forσ → 0 is given by

~wi(α) :=
∑

j αij~x
j/
∑

j αij and the matrices are formed byΛi(α) := S−1
i (detSi)

1/m

whereSi =
∑

j αij(~x
j − ~wi)(~xj − ~wi)t. We refer to these values as limit prototype

and limit matrix, respectively. Assume that, for a choiceαij ∈ {0, 1} the correspond-

ing matricesSi are invertible and no two indicesi and i′ and a data point~xj exist

with dΛi(α)(~x
j, ~wi(α)) = dΛi′ (α)

(~xj, ~wi′(α)). We refer to this property as the fact that

winner assignments are unique for the data set. Note that this property is fulfilled

with probability one since the regions with equal distance from two prototypes have
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Lebesgue measure0 since they are defined by a (differentiable) equation. Matrices

are invertible if the number of data points exceeds the dimensionality. However, in

practice, problems concerning matrix invertibility can occur in particular for large data

dimensionality.

Theorem 3.2.7.Assume matrix NG is performed using neighborhood parameterσt in

the t’th epoch such thatσt ≥ σt+1 for all t and limt→∞ σt = 0. Assume that winner

assignments are unique for the given data set in every epoch.Then, the algorithm

converges.

Proof: In epocht, the cost function, extended by the hidden variables, is given by

Eσt

NG(~w,
~Λ, kij) =

∑

ij

hσt
(kij) · dΛi

(~xj, ~wi) .

In each epoch, optimum values are determined as assignments

kij(t) = |{~w
l(t− 1) | dΛl(t−1)(~x

j, ~wl(t− 1)) < dΛi(t−1)(~x
j, ~wi(t− 1))}| ,

prototype vectors

~wi(t) =
∑

j

hσt
(kij(t))~x

j/
∑

j

hσt
(kij(t))

and matrices

~Λi(t) = Si(t)
−1(detSi(t))

1/m

where

Si(t) =
∑

j

hσt
(kij(t))(~x

j − ~wi(t))(~xj − ~wi(t))t .

Note thatkij(t) is independent ofσ, rather, it depends on the prototypes and ma-

trices. We write

kij(~w,Λ) = |{~w
l | dΛl

(~xj, ~wl) < dΛi
(~xj, ~wi)}|
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to make this functionality explicit.

The functionQσt which corresponds toEσt

NG can be defined as above

Qσt(~w,Λ, ~w′,Λ′) =
∑

ij

hσt
(kij(~w,Λ)) · dΛ′

i
(~xj, (~w′)i) .

As before, we find

E
σt+1

NG (~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) = Qσt+1(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))

≤ Qσt+1(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))

becausekij(~w(t+1),Λ(t+1)) are optimum assignments for given~w(t+1) andΛ(t+1)

(independent ofσt+1). Further, we find

Qσt+1(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) ≤

Qσt+1(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t),Λ(t)) = E
σt+1

NG (~w(t),Λ(t))

because~w(t + 1) andΛ(t + 1) are chosen as optimum value for the assignments

kij(t+ 1) = kij(~w(t),Λ(t)) andσt+1. Hence

E
σt+1

NG (~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) ≤ E
σt+1

NG (~w(t),Λ(t))

Further, it holds

hσt
(x) ≥ hσt+1(x)

for everyx > 0 andσt ≥ σt+1, thus

E
σt+1

NG (~w(t),Λ(t)) ≤ Eσt

NG(~w(t),Λ(t)) .

Thus, the energy function decreases in every step.

We assume that winner assignments are unique in every step, as defined above.

Since the number of different possible winner assignmentsαij is finite, we can find

someǫ > 0 such that, for every data point, its distance to the winner computed from

the corresponding limit prototypes and limit matrices is atleastǫ smaller than the

distance from the second closest prototype.
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Note that prototypes are contained in the convex hull of datapoints, i.e. prototypes

are contained in a bounded set. The same holds for the matrices if σt is small enough

under the assumption that the limit matrices correspondingto the currentkij (and thus

also a sufficiently close approximation thereof) exist and are invertible. Therefore,

distances which are computed based on these data are also bounded.

Consider the function

Qσt+1(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1)) .

The winner assignment which corresponds tok′
ij(~w(t+1),Λ(t+1)) is referred to asα.

As before,~wi(α) andΛi(α) denote the limit prototypes and matrices computed based

on these values. Assume that, for somej0, the winner assignment changes in this step,

i.e. there existi0 6= i′0 with ki0j0(~w(t + 1),Λ(t + 1)) = 0 andki′0j0(~w(t),Λ(t)) = 0.

Because of the assumptions made above, it holds

dΛi0
(α)(~x

j0 , ~wi0(α)) + ǫ ≤ dΛi′0
(α)(~x

j0 , ~wi′0(α)) .

Because of the continuity of the operation and the boundedness of the parameters, we

can assume

|dΛi(t+1))(~x
j, ~wi(t+ 1))− dΛi(α)(~x

j, ~wi(α)| ≤ ǫ/4

for everyi andj and large enought because oflimt→∞ σt = 0. Further, again because

of the boundedness of the distances we can assume that

∑

i | kij(t+1) 6=0

hσt+1(kij(t+ 1)) · dΛi(t+1)(~x
j, ~wi(t+ 1)) ≤ ǫ/4

for every j and large enought. Further,kij(~w(t + 1),Λ(t + 1)) are determined as
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optimum values independently for everyj. Therefore, we find

Qσt+1(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))

=
∑

i 6=i0,j 6=j0
hσt+1(kij(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j, ~wi(t+ 1))

+
∑

i 6=i0
hσt+1(kij0(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j0 , ~wi(t+ 1))

+ hσt+1(ki0j0(~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))) · dΛi0
(t+1)(~x

j0 , ~wi0(t+ 1))

≤
∑

i 6=i0,j 6=j0
hσt+1(kij(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j, ~wi(t+ 1))

+ ǫ/4

+ 1 · dΛi0
(α)(~x

j0 , ~wi0(α)) + ǫ/4

≤
∑

i 6=i0,j 6=j0
hσt+1(kij(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j, ~wi(t+ 1))

+ ǫ/4 +
∑

i 6=i′0
hσt+1(kij0(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j0 , ~wi(t+ 1))

+ 1 · dΛi′0
(α)(~x

j0 , ~wi′0(α))− ǫ+ ǫ/4

≤
∑

i 6=i0,j 6=j0
hσt+1(kij(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j, ~wi(t+ 1))

+ ǫ/4 +
∑

i 6=i′0
hσt+1(kij0(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x

j0 , ~wi(t+ 1))

+ hσt+1(ki′0j0(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi′0
(t+1)(~x

j0 , ~wi′0(t+ 1))− ǫ+ ǫ/4 + ǫ/4

=
∑

ij hσt+1(kij(~w(t),Λ(t))) · dΛi(t+1)(~x
j, ~wi(t+ 1))− ǫ/4

= Qσt+1(~w(t),Λ(t), ~w(t+ 1),Λ(t+ 1))− ǫ/4

Thus, if the winner assignment changes, the cost function decreases by at leastǫ/4

for large enought. This can happen at most a finite number of times, i.e. the winner

assignments are fixed after a finite number of steps. The limitof the prototypes de-

pends on the winner assignments only, as does the limit for matricesΛi, therefore, the

algorithm converges. 2
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3.3 Matrix learning using low rank matrices

High dimensional data

We derived batch formulas for a full matrix adaptation of SOMand NG. Unlike previ-

ous work on matrix adaptation or related local PCA methods such as [23, 28, 37, 29]

the algorithm has been derived from a single cost function which directly extends the

standard cost function of NG and SOM and convergence of the algorithm can be guar-

anteed. Note that, unlike the approaches [23, 28, 37] neighborhood cooperation is

included into the matrix update or the corresponding PCA, respectively, to make sure

that a global cost function is optimized by the methods. Thishas the further benefit that

the corresponding generalized Mahalanobis matrix exists if at leastm + 1 data points

in general position exist. Once the connection of matrix learning and PCA is estab-

lished by means of this general derivation, heuristics which obtain an optimum matrix

by means of alternative PCA schemes such as variations of the Oja rule (e.g. [28]) are

justified since they arrive at the same result forΛ as the above method. Note that,

to guarantee convergence of the algorithm, it is sufficient to guarantee improvement

of the cost function in every step, but a global optimum of theconsidered parameter

need not necessarily be found. Thus convergence of alternative optimization schemes

including online schemes such as gradient methods directlyfollows.

Batch clustering usually converges after only a very small number of epochs since

the update rules can be interpreted as (fast) Newton method [3, 7]. However, we are

not aware of a formal upper bound on the number of epochs. The main complexity

of one epoch of matrix learning is due to the update of the matrix Λ which requires

matrix inversion and a normalization by means of the determinant, i.e. steps with com-

plexity O(m3), m being the data dimensionality. While this can easily be done for

low dimensional data sets, it becomes infeasible for high dimensionality. Therefore,
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the learning rule must be changed for high dimensional data.In addition, numeri-

cal instabilities can occur for higher dimensionalities and full matrix adaptation, since

the variance can become very small in the minor principal components of the data.

Therefore, alternatives should be used.

The approach [28] proposes an intuitive alternative regularization scheme to reduce

numerical instabilities and to obtain a lower complexity: it computes onlyk ≪ m

major principal components and it scales all remaining dimensions uniformly. Note

that iterative approaches which compute the majork principal components online exist,

such as the classical Sanger’s rule or improvements [34, 60]. These approaches are

linear for one epoch of the algorithm. Commonly, the convergence speed depends on

the relative size of the eigenvalues. If, for matrix learning, a fixed number of iterations

of eigenvalue and eigenvector learning is included into oneepoch of matrix learning,

the resulting complexity is only linear in one epoch of matrix learning.

Note that the weighting of any eigendirection should not be set to0 to guarantee

the metric property and locality of clusters, i.e. eigenvalues of matricesΛi that are

exactly0 should be avoided. In the approach [28] the following metricis suggested

(up to normalization which is achieved in [28] by subtracting the logarithm of the

determinant of the matrix):

dΛ(~x, ~w) = (~x− ~w)tΛ(~x− ~w)+
1

λ∗
((~x− ~w)t(~x− ~w)− (~x− ~w)tU tU(~x− ~w)) (3.15)

whereΛ = U tDU is the eigenvalue decomposition of the rankk matrixΛ. The matrix

U contains thek major principal components of the correlation matrix and diagonal

matrixD contains the inverses of the corresponding eigenvalues.λ∗ is an estimation

of the variance in the remainingm− k directions. Note that this metric corresponds to
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the choice
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 (~x− ~w) =

(~x− ~w)tU tDU(~x− ~w) + (~x− ~w)t(U⊥)tDλ∗U⊥(~x− ~w) =

(~x− ~w)tU tDU(~x− ~w) + 1
λ∗ · (~x− ~w)t(U⊥)tU⊥(~x− ~w) =

(~x− ~w)tU tDU(~x− ~w) + 1
λ∗ · ((~x− ~w)t(~x− ~w)− (~x− ~w)tU tU(~x− ~w))

whereU⊥ denotes an orthogonal projection to the space dual toU , andDλ∗ refers

to the diagonal matrix with elements(1/λ∗). (In the derivation, we use that(U⊥)tU

vanishes and the horizontal concatenation ofU andU⊥ is orthonormal.) This way,

only k principal components need to be computed explicitly.

It has been demonstrated in [28] that this proposal performswell in practice. It

would be interesting to see whether this proposal corresponds to a cost function as

well. Thus, we consider the alternative metric (3.15). In the approach [28], this metric

has been integrated into an interleaved PCA and NG scheme to obtain very promising

results. We provide a theoretical justification for this procedure under the assumption

that the averageλ∗ is small in comparison to the explicit eigenvalues inΛ.

Assume, as before, the cost function (3.4)

Edisc
NG (~w,Λ) =

1

2

n
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=1

hσ(ki(~x
j)) · dΛi

(~xj, ~wi)

wheredΛi
(~x, ~wi) is determined by a low rank matrix with rankk, i.e. we reduce the

degrees of freedom ofΛi to symmetric positive definite matrices with determinant1

which can be decomposed intok orthonormal directions with arbitrary scaling and

m− k directions with uniform scaling. In formulas, this means that the equation

Λi =
k
∑

j=1

αi
j · ~y

j
i (~y

j
i )

t +
m
∑

j=k+1

(α∗)i · ~yji (~y
j
i )

t (3.16)
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holds withαi
j, (α

∗)i > 0 and orthonormal vectors~yji . As before, we can investigate

optimum parameters of the cost function for a batch optimization scheme, i.e. optimum

assignments given fixed prototypes and matrix parameters, and, in turn, optimum pro-

totypes~wi, and optimum matricesΛi characterized by orthonormal directions~yji and

scaling termsαi
j and(α∗)i, given fixed assignmentskij. If the respective parameters

are set to the optimum values (or set in such a way that the costfunction is decreased

in every step), convergence is guaranteed which can be seen in the same way as before.

Obviously, optimum rank assignments are given by the same formula as for stan-

dard matrix NG, the same holds for optimum prototypes. Thus,it remains to compute

optimum matrices under the constraints posed onΛi. This can be computed inde-

pendently for every matrixΛi, thus we omit the indexi for simplicity. Further, for

simplicity, we set~zj :=
√

hσ(kij) · (~w
i − ~xj) andC :=

∑

j ~z
j(~zj)t as the generalized

Mahalanobis distance which includes neighborhood cooperation. We assume that the

eigenvalues ofC are pairwise different (which is fulfilled almost surely). Then, the

potential for matrixΛ = Λi has the form

E(Λ) :=
∑

j

(~zj)tΛ~zj =
∑

l≤k

αl · (~y
l)tC~yl +

∑

l>k

α∗ · (~yl)tC~yl (3.17)

which has to be minimized for orthonormal~yl, andαl, α∗ > 0 such that
∏

l αl ·

(α∗)m−k = 1.

Step 1: The derivative (with respect to~yl) of E(Λ) +
∑

l λl((~y
l)t~yl − 1) with

Lagrange parameterλl enforcing the normality of the vectors yields2αlC
t~yl + 2λl~y

l

for l ≤ k and2α∗Ct~yl + 2λl~y
l for l > k. This is0 for local optima, hence all vectors

~yl are eigenvectors ofC.

Step 2: Assume the eigenvalue ofC for eigenvector~yl is λ~yl. We consider the

derivative ofE(Λ) + λ ·
((
∏

l′≤k αl′
)

· (α∗)m−k − 1
)

with Lagrange parameterλ en-

forcing determinant one with respect toαl andα∗. The derivative with respect toαl for
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l ≤ k yields(~yl)tC~yl+λ
(

∏

l′≤k,l′ 6=l αl′

)

· (α∗)m−k. This should be0 for local optima.

Hence, settingK := −λ
(
∏

l′≤k αl′
)

· (α∗)m−k, we findαl = K/λ~yl. Similarly, the

derivative with respect toα∗ yields
∑

l′>k(~y
l′)tC~yl

′
+λ
(
∏

l′≤k αl′
)

·(m−k)·(α∗)m−k−1.

This should be0 for local optima. Henceα∗ = K/
(
∑

l′>k λ~yl
′/(m− k)

)

. Because the

determinant must yield1, we findK =
(

(
∏

l≤k λ~yl
)

·
(
∑

l′>k λ~yl
′/(m− k)

)m−k
)1/m

,

i.e. up to normalization, the coefficientαl is given by the inverse eigenvalue of~yl for

l ≤ k, andα∗ is given by the inverse of the average eigenvalues of~yl for l > k.

Step 3: We want to show that the optima ofE(Λ) are obtained if~yl for l ≤ k

refers to thek eigenvectors with largest eigenvalues ofC under the assumption that the

eigenvalues~yl are small forl > k. We will derive an explicit bound on the eigenvalues

which guarantees this fact. Assume two eigenvectors~yp and~yq are chosen withλ~yp >

λ~yq . We want to show thatE(Λ) is smaller ifp ≤ k andq > k in comparison to the

valueE(Λ) which is obtained forp > k andq ≤ k under assumptions on the size of the

eigenvalues. Thereby, the other eigenvalues remain in the same position. By repetition,

we can then conclude that the indicesl ≤ k refer to thek largest eigenvalues ofC. If

we choose~yl as eigenvectors ofC andαl, α∗ corresponding to the eigenvalues,E(Λ)

is proportional to the normalization constantK:

E(Λ) = m ·

((

∏

l≤k

λ~yl

)

·

(
∑

l>k λ~yl

m− k

)m−k
)1/m

This value is smaller ifp ≤ k and q > k than for the casep > k and q ≤ k if

and only ifλ~yp

(

∏

l≤k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl

)

·
(

∑
l>k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl

+λ~yq

m−k

)m−k

≤ λ~yq

(

∏

l≤k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl

)

·
(

∑
l>k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl

+λ~yp

m−k

)m−k

. Note that, on both sides, the same remaining terms are con-

tained in the summands and products, respectively, since weassume that the other

eigenvalues decompose into the same two subsets when considering the largest and

smallest eigenvalues, respectively. Hence this is equivalent to the inequalityλ~yp ·
(

∑

l>k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl + λ~yq

)m−k

≤ λ~yq ·
(

∑

l>k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl + λ~yp

)m−k

which is equivalent
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to the inequality
∑

l>k,l 6∈{p,q} λ~yl(λ
1/(m−k)
~yp − λ

1/(m−k)
~yq ) ≤ λ~ypλ

1/(m−k)
~yq − λ~yqλ

1/(m−k)
~yp

Hence, we obtain the inequality

∑

l>k,l 6∈{p,q}

λ~yl ≤
λ~yp(λ~yq)

1/(m−k) − λ~yq(λ~yp)
1/(m−k)

(λ~yp)1/(m−k) − (λ~yq)1/(m−k)
(3.18)

where we excludep andq in the sum on the left hand side. The bound on the right side

of (3.18) becomes large forλ~yp ≫ λ~yq . Hence indices of the dominant eigenvectors

are contained in the setl ≤ k for optimum solutions if the variance in the remaining

directions is small enough. For intermediate eigenvectors, the optimum is not clear and

depends on the situation at hand – however, it can be expectedthat the exact order of

the intermediate eigenvectors has only a minor effect on thevalue of the cost function

E(Λ). In the particularly relevant case thatk is chosen as the intrinsic dimensionality

of the data cluster, the inequality (3.18) is usually fulfilled for all indicesp ≤ k and

q > k if and only if the indicesl ≤ k correspond to thek major eigendirections, since

a huge gap is present between the valueλ~yk andλ~yk+1, the latter resulting only from

noise.

Thus, if the inequality (3.18) holds for the chosen eigenvalue directions, con-

vergence of the method is guaranteed. In this case, matrix learning can be accel-

erated: instead of a full matrix inversion, the majork eigenvectors and eigenvalues

of the generalized correlation matrix are determined, leading to a low rank matrix

Λ = U t · D · U . The variation in the remaining directions is given by the term
∑

j(~z
j(~zj)t−U~zj(U~zj)t)/(m− k) where~zj =

√

hσ(kij) · (~w
i− ~xj) as before. After

normalization such that the determinant is1, distances can be directly computed.
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CHAPTER 4

Matrix clustering for pattern recognition

4.1 Recognition and clustering

We test the algorithm for several illustrative two dimensional examples and bench-

marks from the UCI repository [2] as well as an application forimage compression.

Note that the main focus of our work is on the theoretical linkof a cost function, matrix

learning, and local PCA, and a corresponding proof of convergence. We add experi-

ments for the batch learning rules merely as a proof of concept which demonstrates the

usefulness of this method (or alternatives) for matrix adaptation. For all experiments,

initial neighborhood ranges betweenn/2 (for NG) andn/12 (for SOM) are used and

the neighborhood is multiplicatively annealed to0 during training. (These choices are

borrowed from rules of thumb often used for standard SOM and NG, respectively, and

worked well in practice, see [25].) Training takes place for100 epochs since this num-

ber turned out to be sufficient for robust convergence, where, as before, one epoch

refers to one loop of matrix NG (one iteration of assigning the kij, ~wi, andΛi). For

performance measures, the average results over10 repetitions are reported with dif-

ferent prototype initializations choosing small random numbers. Note that class labels

are not used to train SOM and NG, such that an evaluation on thefull data set is pos-

sible without bias from overfitting methods. We train standard k-means, neural gas,

and SOM with two-dimensional rectangular neighborhood structure with and without

full matrix adaptation. Note that the choice of the number ofclustersn constitutes a
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critical parameter for matrix clustering just as for standard k-means, SOM, and NG.

In general,n should be chosen to obtain a good compromise between a sparsemodel

(small n) and sufficient capacity to represent the underlying probability distribution

(largen). Since training takes place in an unsupervised way, overfitting for largen

is usually not observed. Methods to automatically determine the number of clusters

based on the optimization of criteria which formally evaluate this compromise have

been proposed e.g. in [61, 62]. These methods could be extended to matrix clustering.

However, since the focus of this work is a formal investigation of the basic algorithm

and a connection to a cost function, this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis. In

the experiments, we picked a reasonable numbern of clusters according to the given

data set, which is experimentally determined such that adding further prototypes does

not or only slightly increase the accuracy of the results. For the artificial data sets, the

numbern was chosen according to the underlying distribution.

Gaussian clusters

The first dataset consists of4 two-dimensional ellipsoidal clusters as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Thereby, each cluster consists of 500 points whereby the ratio between the first and sec-

ond principal component is 16:1, as can be seen in the figure. We train NG, SOM, and

k-means with full matrix adaptation and four prototypes. The final results are the same

for all methods: after about30 epochs, convergence can be observed and the found

clusters well resemble the data clusters. For every step, wedepict the major principal

component of the data correlation matrix of the receptive field and the minor principal

component of the matrixΛi assigned to the prototypes. As already mentioned, these

directions should become identical during training and, thus, implicit local PCA is per-

formed by matrix NG. One can observe that the directions deviate at the beginning of

training due to the influence of the neighborhood which causes an averaging of matri-
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Figure 4.1: The resulting prototypes and eigenvalues of thematrix for NG and an illus-

trative two-dimensional data set. The solid line depicts the minor principal component

of the found matrix, the dashed line gives the main principalcomponent of the data

in the receptive field. Ellipsoids visualize the resulting cluster shapes. Colors indicate

cluster assignments.

ces. At the end, perfect agreement can be observed. One can observe that elongated

clusters can be taken into account and the matrices follow the ellipsoidal cluster shapes

in the data.

Spiral clustering

The clustering of spiral data set is depicted in Fig. 4.2. It consists of 2000 points ar-

ranged on a spiral with small bandwidth as depicted in the figure. It is trained by matrix
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Figure 4.2: Matrix NG for the spirals data set. Convergence ofthe prototypes can be

observed after about60 epochs.

NG using25 prototypes. As before, convergence can be observed after few steps. The

prototypes are located on the spiral curve and the cluster shapes are adapted to the

spiral, showing elongated ellipses at the outer regions andalmost circular behavior

in the middle. For matrix SOM, the same behavior can be observed, whereas matrix

k-means suffers from local optima. Fig. 4.3 displays the superior result obtained by

neighborhood integration for matrix SOM and NG.
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Figure 4.3: Results of matrix NG, SOM, and k-means after100 epochs for the spirals

data set. Obviously, matrix k-means suffers from local optima.

Spirals classification

The classification of two spirals data set is depicted in Fig.4.4. It consists of two

spirals with 1000 points each. It is trained using34 prototypes with matrix learning

and standard k-means, SOM, and NG, respectively. The results show that, for ma-

trix learning the cluster shapes are adapted to the spiral, showing elongated ellipses

at outer regions and circular shapes in the middle, while standard clustering without

matrix adaptation cannot adjust the cluster forms to the given data as can be seen in

Fig. 4.4 (bottom line). For both cases, the results of SOM andNG are virtually in-

distinguishable, whereas k-means suffers from local optima. We evaluate the results

by their ability to classify the points correctly into two classes according to the two

spirals. Thereby, we use posterior labeling of prototypes based on a majority vote.

The classification accuracy is shown in Fig. 4.4, demonstrating the superior behavior

of matrix learning and neighborhood integration.

Checkerboard

In the checkerboard data set, data are arranged according toa checkerboard structure

with almost circular and elongated clusters, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 4.5 (top
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Figure 4.4: Results of matrix NG, SOM, and k-means (top) and standard NG, SOM,

and k-means (bottom) after 100 epochs for the spirals data set. Obviously, k-means

suffers from local optima. Further, the shape is better represented by matrix clustering

as can be seen by the classification accuracy of the maps.

and bottom, respectively).25 clusters with 100 points each, respectively 16 clusters

with 200 points each are chosen with isotropic normal distribution, respectively a ratio

of the variance of the first and second principal component ofthe clusters as 16:1.

25 respectively 16 prototypes are adapted using matrix NG, SOM, and k-means.

In addition, we depict a characteristic isobar for every prototypes. Obviously, NG and

SOM yield excellent and robust results, whereas k-means suffers from local optima. In

all cases, the major axes of the found ellipsoids corresponds to the local main principal
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component.
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Figure 4.5: Multimodal checkerboard data with circular shapes (top) and elongated

clusters (bottom), respectively. The results of matrix k-means, SOM, and NG after

100 epochs are depicted.
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UCI classification data

We consider three benchmark datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [2]:

• Iris: The popular iris data set consists of 150 data points assigned to 3 classes.

Data are numerical with 4 dimensions.

• The Wisconsin diagnostic breast cancer data set contains 569 data of 2 classes

represented by 32 dimensional vectors.

• The ionosphere data contains 351 examples in 2 classes, dataare given as 34

dimensional vectors.

Class labels are available for the data sets, i.e. we can assign a labelci to every data

point ~xi in the data. Note, however, thatk-means, NG, and SOM and their matrix

variants do not use the prior class information for training, rather, learning takes place

in a fully unsupervised way. We evaluate the methods by the ability to group the data

into the priorly given classes. For this purpose, we consider two different evaluation

measures:

• Cluster coherence:Denote byI(~xi) the cluster given by a learned clustering, i.e.

the number of the winning prototype. Then, we use the evaluation measure

C1 :=

p
∑

i=1

p
∑

j=i+1

δ (δ(ci = cj)− δ(I(~xi) = I(~xj)))

0.5 · p(p− 1)

whereδ is the indicator functionδ(0) = 1 and δ(t) = 0 for t 6= 0, and the

termsci = cj andI(~xi) = I(~xj) refer to the question whether the labelsci and

cj or the winner prototypes of~xi and~xj, respectively, are identical. Obviously,

C1 measures the homogeneity of clusters with respect to the given classification.

This measure is particularly suited if we use the same numberof clusters as

given classes.
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• Classification accuracy:Given prototypes, we assign a labelC(~wj) to every

prototype~wj which is given by the majority of the labels of data points in the

receptive field of~wj. For a data point~xi, the label of the winner isC(~wI(~xi)),

whereI(~xi) denotes the index of the winner, as before. The classification accu-

racy of this function is given by

C2 := 1−

p
∑

i=1

δ
(

ci = C(~wI(~xi))
)

/p

This measure can be used for any number of prototypes and classes.

For comparison, we consider the supervised clustering which is obtained from the

class-wise Mahalanobis distance; this means, the same number of clusters as given

classes is considered, its prototypes are set to the centresof the classes, and the matrix

is set to the standard Mahalanobis distance of the respective class, i.e. the inverse corre-

lation matrix of the respective class. Note that the class labels have to be known for this

procedure. The model corresponds to a Gaussian mixture model with unimodal classes

for known class centers and correlation matrices. We refer to the result as direct Maha-

lanobis. Note that neither NG nor SOM has been designed for classification purposes,

such that the results can only serve as an indicator of the capacity of matrix-enhanced

learning. However, most evaluation measures which are based on unsupervised infor-

mation only (such as e.g. quantization error, trustworthiness, . . . ) depend on the metric

of data points, thus a fair comparison of Euclidean and non-Euclidean clustering using

these alternatives is not possible.

The results (error measureC1 andC2 and the standard deviation) of standard NG,

SOM, and k-means and NG, SOM, and k-means with matrix learning are given in

Tab. 4.1, whereby we use the same number of cluster centres asgiven classes. Standard

clustering yields isotropic clusters whereas matrix learning adapts ellipsoidal shapes

according to the data. Obviously, neighborhood integration improves the robustness
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and classification ability of the method in most cases. Further, matrix adaptation ac-

counts for an improvement of 1-9% depending on the data set due to the larger flexi-

bility of the metric. Thus, in general, neighborhood integration to obtain better regu-

larization and matrix learning to obtain greater flexibility of the models is advisable.

This corresponds to best results for matrix NG in all but one case (ionosphere), where,

seemingly, the neighborhood structure of the data is misleading for the final result

and, in consequence, k-means without neighborhood integration performs slightly bet-

ter. In all cases, matrix learning improves the result whichcan be accounted for by

the better capability of the model of following the underlying probability distribution

with less prototypes. Interestingly, the result of a directMahalanobis distance is worse

compared to matrix clustering in breast cancer and ionosphere data sets, although the

method uses the given class information and the same number of prototypes as for

matrix clustering is available. A potential reason for thisis that noise in the data set

disrupts the relevant information. Unlike the direct Mahalanobis method, matrix clus-

tering uses only those data for matrix computation which liein the receptive field of the

prototype, i.e. the geometric form is taken into account instead of the prior labeling,

thus, better robustness with respect to outliers is obtained.

Naturally, the direct Mahalanobis method cannot be used in the case of unknown

prior labeling or in the case of multimodal classes which should be represented by

more than one prototype. Matrix clustering can directly be used in these settings.
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coherence matrix matrix matrix direct

C1 k-Means SOM NG Mahalanobis

iris 0.8877±0.0885 0.8917±0.0838 0.9009±0.0778 0.9740

breast cancer 0.8119±0.0553 0.8243±0.0407 0.8445±0.0345 0.8194

ionosphere 0.6076±0.0916 0.5969±0.0647 0.6083±0.0543 0.5323

k-Means SOM NG

iris 0.8446±0.0521 0.8591±0.0414 0.8737±0.0000

breast cancer 0.7504±0.0000 0.7504±0.0000 0.7504±0.0000

ionosphere 0.5871±0.0068 0.5882±0.0011 0.5868±0.0008

accuracy matrix matrix matrix direct

C2 k-Means SOM NG Mahalanobis

iris 0.8606±0.1356 0.8909±0.1175 0.9147±0.0847 0.9800

breast cancer 0.8953±0.0226 0.9024±0.0245 0.9135±0.0192 0.8998

ionosphere 0.7320±0.0859 0.7226±0.0673 0.7197±0.0600 0.6410

k-Means SOM NG

iris 0.8499±0.0864 0.8385±0.0945 0.8867±0.0000

breast cancer 0.8541±0.0000 0.8541±0.0000 0.8541±0.0000

ionosphere 0.7074±0.0159 0.7114±0.0013 0.7097±0.0009

Table 4.1: Classification results of the clustering methods with and without matrix

adaptation for various data sets from UCI. The mean heterogeneity of clusters mea-

sured byC and the standard deviation are reported. Note that differences of clustering

with and without matrix adaptation are mostly fairly large,while the situation is less

clear when comparing the methods.
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4.2 Image compression

Vector quantization on the one hand and principal componentanalysis on the other

hand constitute standard methods for lossy image compression [22, 6]. For vector

quantization, images are decomposed into blocks of sizem = m1×m1 and a standard

vector quantization usingn prototypes inRm is applied to this data. Afterwards, every

block of the image is substituted by the coordinates of the winning prototype, i.e. every

block can be encoded using onlylog2(n) bits as a reference to the corresponding pro-

totype. Since the space to represent the prototype vectors is constant and independent

of the size of the image, an average oflog2(n)/m bits per pixel (bpp) are needed for

this compression scheme, corresponding to the encoding of the winning prototype per

pixel divided by the number of pixels

Principal component techniques constitute transformation coding techniques of im-

ages, since they represent pixels by means of a parameterized function. Again, images

are decomposed into blocks of sizem = m1 × m1 and a standard PCA is applied

to thesem-dimensional data vectors. The maink principal components represent the

transformation. Every block is then represented byk coefficients (these numbers are

stored usingT bits, in our caseT = 8). The image is reconstructed by taking the sum

of thek principal component directions weighted by these coefficients instead of the

full information. Since the principal components can be stored independently of the

image size (they depend on the block size which we assume to befixed), this compres-

sion method leads tok ·T/m bpp corresponding to the representation of the scaling of

k princicipal components per pixel divided by the number of pixels.

Naturally, a global principal component can be substitutedby local PCA techniques

which arise from combined vector quantization and PCA techniques. This way, every

block is represented byk PCA coefficients and a reference to the winning prototype.

Reconstruction takes place as the weighted sum of the main principle components at-
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Lena 4.25 bpp 2.25 bpp 1.25 bpp

NG (train) 39.4967±0.0786 37.0219±0.0297 30.0105±0.0382

(test) 36.0334±0.3119 34.6203±0.0248 29.8789±0.2107

PCA (train) 37.4612±0.0000 31.5699±0.0000 28.4870±0.0000

(test) 38.1723±0.0000 32.8029±0.0000 29.8617±0.0000

VQPCA (train) 39.6026±0.3241 33.3710±0.1680 29.7557±0.0830

(test) 40.2752±0.4355 34.2123±0.2086 29.9780±0.1115

MoPPCA (train) 38.2034±0.1278 32.6634±0.1248 29.6081±0.0608

(test) 39.6010±0.4374 33.5733±0.2238 30.1682±0.2223

matrix NG (train) 39.3886±0.1177 32.8789±0.0408 29.3469±0.0512

(test) 40.3762±0.2122 34.2653±0.1468 30.4726±0.1246

Table 4.2: Results of image compression using different compression methods and

parameters (as reported in the text) for the Lena image. The mean PSNR and its

standard deviation are depicted.

tached to the prototype translated by the class center. Thisway,(k·T+log2(n))/m bpp

are needed for the compression scheme correspondigng to thewinning prototype and

the coefficients of the maink principal components per pixel divided by the number of

pixels.

Note that these bpp values (log2(n)/m, k ·T/m bpp, and(k ·T +log2(n))/m bpp,

respectively) are valid for the limit of large images only. Strictly speaking, the ratio

should also take into account the size which is necessary to represent the compressor

and possibly also the decompression method. However, we canassume that the latter

is universal, thus we drop it. Further, the size of the compressor is given by the terms

kTm, nTm, and (k + 1)nTm, respectively, which can in addition be compressed

using e.g. standard Huffman encoding, and which is divided by the image size to give

its contribution to the bpp value. For an image of size512× 512, as considered below,
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and the parameter values as chosen below, it accounts for less than2 % of the bpp

value.

We evaluate matrix clustering for image compression in comparison to a simple

PCA scheme with only one set of principle components (referred to as PCA), a stan-

dard vector quantization scheme, in this case NG without matrix adaptation (referred

to as NG), and to alternative transform coding schemes proposed in [38] and [19].

Note that we do not use matrix SOM, for comparison, since it isrestricted to the

prior topological structure and hence yields slightly worse results than matrix NG with

data optimum topological interaction. The method proposedin [19] (referrred to as

VQPCA) directly combines vector quantization and PCA in a heuristic way. [38] pro-

poses a probabilistic background for an interleaved PCA and vector quantization by

means of a mixture of Gaussians (referred to as MoPPCA). We usea direct Matlab

implementation of VQPCA, and we use the code provided in [24] for MoPPCA.

Evaluation of all compression schemes is done by the peak signal-to-noise ratio

(PSNR) which is defined as follows: Assumexi is the value of the original image at

a certain position andx′
i the reconstructed value. Assume the image consists ofN

pixels. The mean squared error (MSE) is defined as
∑

i ‖xi − x′
i‖

2/N . The PSNR

consists of the scaled MSE

PSNR = 10 · log10

(

MAX2

MSE

)

whereMAX denotes the maximum possible pixel value of the image (e.g. it is 255

for images represented by8 bits per pixel.) Obviously, the higher PSNR, the better.

We evaluate the PSNR of the left half of the image which is usedfor training, and,

in addition, we report the PSNR of the right half of the image which is solely used

for testing to judge the generalization ability of the models. Both values are reported

together with the standard deviation.

The results for three different images (Lena, House, and Church) and different bpp
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House 4.25 bpp 2.25 bpp 1.25 bpp

NG (train) 41.6597±0.3472 41.4012±0.1252 33.9519±0.1021

(test) 36.8280±0.6140 35.8252±0.1290 30.5782±0.1601

PCA (train) 43.9537±0.0000 37.3119±0.0000 33.3293±0.0000

(test) 40.5958±0.0000 34.2860±0.0000 30.4564±0.0000

VQPCA (train) 45.6874±0.3366 39.3378±0.1088 35.3971±0.1180

(test) 41.9069±0.2468 35.8355±0.0957 31.7602±0.2207

MoPPCA (train) 44.3200±0.3305 38.5901±0.2378 34.7363±0.1742

(test) 41.1701±0.1731 35.2210±0.4565 31.330±0.1499

matrix NG (train) 45.2712±0.1515 39.0032±0.0926 34.5012±0.1394

(test) 42.0525±0.2625 35.9050±0.1391 31.5334±0.0471

Table 4.3: Results of image compression using different compression methods and

parameters (as reported in the text) for the House image. Themean PSNR and its

standard deviation are depicted.

rates can be found in Tab. 4.2- 4.4. We choose parameters of the algorithms such

that the bpp rate becomes comparable (4.25, 2.25, and 1.25 bpp, respectively). The

parameters have been chosen such that a reasonably good performance is obtained

(full parameter optimization has not been done due to the quite large computation

time.) The parameters are:

• vector quantization based compression using simple neuralgas: number of pro-

totypesn = 19, block sizem = 1 (for 4.2479 ≈ 4.25 bpp),n = 512, m = 4

(for 2.25 bpp), andn = 32, m = 4 (for 1.25 bpp)

• image compression by simple PCA: block sizem = 64, number of principal

componentsk = 34 (for 4.25 bpp),m = 64, k = 18 (for 2.25 bpp),m = 64,

k = 10 (for 1.25 bpp)
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Church 4.25 bpp 2.25 bpp 1.25 bpp

NG (train) 35.3130±0.4311 31.0077±0.1002 25.4105±0.0419

(test) 35.5276±0.2295 28.3431±0.0631 23.4840±0.0316

PCA (train) 29.9463±0.0000 25.4431±0.0000 23.1356±0.0000

(test) 25.8948±0.0000 22.2513±0.0000 20.7304±0.0000

VQPCA (train) 32.6274±0.0950 27.4652±0.0411 24.6618±0.1747

(test) 28.1356±0.0602 23.8068±0.0594 21.7557±0.1484

MoPPCA (train) 31.8378±0.1382 27.1528±0.0441 24.3518±0.0575

(test) 27.5666±0.1279 23.5823±0.0325 21.6546±0.0273

matrix NG (train) 32.6134±0.0347 27.5124±0.0208 24.2528±0.0837

(test) 28.2460±0.0141 23.9505±0.0299 21.8169±0.0088

Table 4.4: Results of image compression using different compression methods and

parameters (as reported in the text) for the Church image. Themean PSNR and its

standard deviation are depicted.

• image compression by combined vector quantization and PCA: number of pro-

totypesn = 16, block sizem = 16, number of principal componentsk = 8 (for

4.25 bpp),n = 16, m = 16, k = 4 (for 2.25 bpp),n = 16, m = 16, k = 2 (for

1.25 bpp)

Image compression by local PCA methods is in our results consistently superior

to global PCA. When using the same bpp rate, simple VQ encoding yields in some

cases a better PSNR than local PCA methods, which is mostly dueto the fact that

local PCA methods require a comparably high number of bits forthe representation

of the PCA coefficient (8 bits each). This could certainly be reduced. Interestingly,

however, the PSNR rate for image compression using local PCA methods is in many

cases competitive to VQ based encoding or even superior, although the latter uses
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Figure 4.6: Lena image: original (upper left), and compressed image using 1.25 bpp

and neural gas (upper right), global PCA (lower left), and local PCA by means of

matrix NG (lower right), respectively.

smaller window sizes and more prototypes for representation. Interestingly, the three

methods considered for compression by means of local PCA seemlargely comparable.

Thereby, the probabilistic model based on mixtures of Gaussians gives slightly worse

PSNR, which might be attributed to the different (probabilistic) cost function instead

of (some form of) the standard quantization error. Note, however, that we did not

perform a full parameter optimization ofn, m, andk for each method and each bpp,

which could affect the conclusions.
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Figure 4.7: House image: original (upper left), and compressed image using 1.25 bpp

and neural gas (upper right), global PCA (lower left), and local PCA by means of

matrix NG (lower right), respectively.

We show the results of the different image compression methods in Figs. 4.6, 4.7,

4.8 for 1.25 bpp. While this low bpp rate does not give satisfactory image reconstruc-

tion, as expected, the principal characteristics of the compression methods becomes

obvious at this extreme setting: vector quantization basedimage compression leads

to ‘pixelized’ representations, whereas compression based on global PCA yields a

blurred impression. Local PCA averages between these two extremes. This seems

particularly appropriate for regular textures such as the brick wall or roof of the House
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Figure 4.8: Church image: original (upper left), and compressed image using 1.25

bpp and neural gas (upper right), global PCA (lower left), andlocal PCA by means of

matrix NG (lower right), respectively.

image. It seems less appropriate for the representation of parts of the images which are

very detailled and which show a large variance such as Lena’sface. Here, a compres-

sion based on small windows as taken for standard vector quantization gives a better

reconstruction.

The three local PCA methods are very similar with respect to the global impres-

sion, however, when looking at image details, a few characteristic differences can be

observed. In Figs. 4.9, 4.10, a detail of the Lena and House images, respectively, is
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Figure 4.9: Detail of Lena image: original (upper left), andcompressed image using

1.25 bpp and neural gas (upper middle), global PCA (upper right), and local PCA by

means of VQPCA (lower left), MoPPCA (lower middle) and matrix NG (lower right),

respectively.

shown for a 1.25 bpp compression. Again, one can clearly observe the pixelized com-

pression of standard vector quantization and the blurring of global PCA. Compared to

MoPPCA and VQPCA, compression by local PCA using matrix NG seemsparticu-

larly suited to preserve edges in the images, as one can see from Lena’s hat and the

door of the house, respectively. Overall, compression by matrix NG seems particularly

suited for images which display pronounced textures and edges but not very small de-

tail. Note, however, that this application on image compression application is merely
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Figure 4.10: Detail of House image: original (upper left), and compressed image using

1.25 bpp and neural gas (upper middle), global PCA (upper right), and local PCA by

means of VQPCA (lower left), MoPPCA (lower middle) and matrix NG (lower right),

respectively.

a proof of concept, the main focus of the work being the convergence proof and the

relation of matrix learning and cost functions to local PCA. It is not claimed that the

proposed methods can compete with dedicated modern image compression techniques

in this field.
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4.3 Chapter summary

We considered an extension of neural based clustering such as NG and SOM towards

a full matrix which is directly based on standard cost functions of these methods.

With matrix adaptation, the SOM/NG can more easily represent scaling and correla-

tion of dimensions with the local metric. The result leads toa generalized Mahalanobis

distance and resembles approaches as proposed in the literature. Thus, a formal con-

nection of known techniques to an underlying cost function results. Based on batch

optimization, an adaptation scheme for matrix learning hasbeen proposed and conver-

gence of the method has been proved. As demonstrated in experiments, matrix NG

can improve the clustering performance compared to versions which rely on isotropic

cluster shapes. The method has been demonstrated on severalbenchmark examples.

The found results support work to derive local PCA methods in previous approaches

such as [28]. Unlike these previous methods, the presented approach relies on a single

cost function and convergence is guaranteed. This guarantee can be transferred to effi-

cient local PCA methods as proposed in the literature if they arrive at similar iterative

update schemes such as [28]. As demonstrated in the experiments, the convergence

behavior of the method is very good in practical applications. Note that, once the

connection of local PCA methods to matrix learning is formally established, the use

of heuristics for the optimization steps in batch learning is justified, as long as they

improve the respective cost terms. One possibility are online optimization methods

which directly optimize the global cost function e.g. by means of a stochastic gradient

descent. Alternatively, heuristics such as iterative PCA methods as presented in [28]

can be included. These methods seem particularly importantif the adaptation of full

rank matrices is infeasible due to the data dimensionality.In this case, a restriction to a

low rank adaptive approximation can be used. This can be formally justified by means

of the same cost function as matrix NG if the eigenvalues in the remaining directions
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are small.

Note that SOM and NG have been proposed as topographic maps and the notion of

topology preservation has been well defined in this context,see e.g. [63]. The situation

is not clear if adaptive matrices are considered since, thisway, the metric of the data

space is changed during training. It remains a subject of future research to specify in

which sense topology preservation can be formalized in thissetting.
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CHAPTER 5

Matrix clustering for manifold learning

The amount of electronic data available today doubles roughly every 20 months, and

the explosion of electronic information has reached almostevery aspect of commer-

cial and daily life including, for example, technical applications, robotics, health care,

e-commerce, electronic communication, data bases, and theweb. At the same time,

better and better sensors and preprocessing methods as wellas better storage and com-

pression techniques have lead to an increase of the information contained in one data

point, i.e. its dimensionality. By now, it is common to deal with data which displays

several hundred or thousand dimensions such as data stemming from mass spectrom-

etry, microarrays, medical images, and the like. The sheer amount of data makes it

impossible for humans to manually browse through the data. At the same time, vi-

sualization becomes more and more problematic due to the high dimensionality, i.e.

single dimensions hardly carry any information at all. Thisdevelopment has lead to an

increasing interest in general data inspection and visualization methods which provide

generic tools to quickly inspect data visually on a computerscreen.

A multitude of data organization schemes such as clusteringor topographic map-

ping have emerged, one of the most popular methods being the self-organizing map as

proposed by Kohonen. Further, powerful high-quality data visualization schemes have

been developed, and an open source MATLAB toolbox for dimensionality reduction

as well as an extensive comparison of popular methods for artificial and real life data

sets became available just recently [24, 65, 77]. Due to the remarkable and efficient vi-
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sual perception abilities of humans, important aspects of the data like cluster structure,

outliers, global form and extension can be efficiently inspected this way.

Depending on the task at hand, different aspects of data are relevant. As an exam-

ple, it might be the case that a data point is judged as an outlier in one situation (e.g.

a simple mistype) while carrying important information in another (e.g. representing

a rare disease in a medical data set). Hence, data clustering, inspection and visual-

ization constitute inherently ill posed problems and, as a consequence, a variety of

different methods has evolved based on different principles which shall be preserved

when processing data. A very popular method which achieves both, data clustering

and visualization at the same time, is offered by the self-organizing map (SOM) as

proposed by Kohonen [20]. Data are represented by means of prototypes which are ar-

ranged on a regular low-dimensional lattice such that topological aspects of the lattice

structure capture topological aspects of the underlying data manifold. In this respect,

SOM generalizes the popular k-means clustering [9] which aims at minimization of the

standard quantization error. Neural gas (NG) as introducedby Martinetz constitutes

a compromise of these methods [25], since it infers a data optimum topology during

training in addition to vector quantization, which can possibly no longer be visualized

directly. A variety of alternative clustering methods exist such as probabilistic models

or fuzzy variants, see e.g. [3, 15, 41].

5.1 Extension of matrix clustering to data visualization

The extension of NG and SOM towards an adaptive metric offersthe opportunity to

directly use these models for advanced data processing tasks. A focus of this chap-

ter will be the incorporation of matrix learning into globalnonlinear data visualization

methods. Data visualization is the process of transforminginformation into a graphical

representation allowing the user to perceive and interact with the information. Since
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humans often have difficulty comprehending data in many dimensions, we assume

that the data of interest lies on an embedded nonlinear manifold within the higher-

dimensional observed space. If the manifold is of low enoughdimension then the data

of interest can be visualised in the low dimensional space. Though data like image or

other scientific measurement are often high-dimensional, the relevant number of the

features is not as high as we observe. Reducing the dimensionality of the original data

until features emerge is the process of identifying and removing as much as possible

the irrelevant and redundant information. It aims at choosing a small subset of at-

tributes that is sufficient to describe the original data set. Thus, dimension reduction

can be used to improve the efficiency of visualization of large, multidimensional data

sets.

Another need of scientific visualization stems from the limitation of the human

vision system. Human vision is physically restricted to three dimensional displays.

Therefore, in practice, pre-processing original data to two or three dimensions is nec-

essary in order to represent the characteristics to the human observer. In general, ex-

ploratory data analysis and information visualization seek for an approximate percep-

tion of abstract data which can include specific features embedded in high dimension-

ality. Dimensionality reduction techniques can be used in such work to project the

high dimensional data onto lower dimensional representations. Below is a summary of

some of the important algorithms from the history of manifold learning and nonlinear

dimensionality reduction.

Popular methods include, for example, globally linear methods which preserve

as much statistical information as possible of the data suchas (unsupervised) prin-

cipal component analysis (PCA) and (supervised) linear discriminant analysis, both

methods still representing astonishingly powerful tools with widespread applications

[65]. The principle of distance preservation is behind nonlinear models such as mul-
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tidimensional scaling (MDS), Sammon’s nonlinear mapping (NLM), and curvilinear

component analysis (CCA) [76, 33, 72]. These methods employ the Euclidean metric

as distance measure. Other methods use the same projection principle such as Isomap,

GeoNLM, and curvilinear distance analysis (CDA) [68, 73, 74,75], but they are based

on the true geodesic distances of the underlying manifold and usually provide a more

reliable visualization than Euclidean based methods.

An alternative objective is to preserve local characteristics of the data manifold as

accurately as possible such as the local data topology, a principle underlying the pop-

ular self-organizing map (SOM) [20], or the local linear relationships which can be

observed in the data, as is the case for locally linear embedding (LLE) [66]. These

methods, however, only map the given data points to a low-dimensional representa-

tion and out-of-sample extensions require additional effort since no explicit mapping

from the embedded high dimensional space to low dimensions is constructed. Further,

drawbacks for certain data sets can be observed depending onthe used technology as

extensively discussed in [65].

These facts provide a justification for the desire to design further models which

provide an explicit map function rather than only the mappeddata points. Locally lin-

ear coordination (LLC) and manifold charting (MC) as proposedin [67, 64] constitute

two very interesting nonlinear approaches in this direction. Both methods rely on the

notion of a smooth manifold which can locally be approximated by simple linear func-

tions. For a global visualization, these local representations have to be glued together

such that the coordination of the pieces fits the manifold structure. LLC relies on the

ideas of LLE and assembles the pieces such that the local relationships of the data

manifold are preserved, while manifold charting glues the pieces together such that

they coincide on overlapping pieces. Interestingly, both objectives can be formalized

in such a way that a global optimum can be computed directly bymeans of an eigen-
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vector decomposition of appropriate matrices. For both models, however, it is not a

priori clear how to best arrive at locally linear descriptions of the data manifold.

Original MC locates a local manifold chart at every given point of the data space

and fits the linear model by means of optimization of a statistical model of the en-

vironment. This leads to convex problems which can be optimally solved explicitly,

however, since a local chart is associated with every data point, a rather costly model

with no compression at the data level arises. In [67], an alternative is proposed which

can be combined using both, manifold charting and locally linear coordination: a mix-

ture model is fitted to the data manifold which represents thedata using only a limited

number of different local representations, such as, for example, a Gaussian mixture

model obtained e.g. by mixtures of probabilistic PCA [38] or factor analyzers [70].

This procedure leads to a much more compact representation of the embedding and a

much smaller problem for the glueing of the pieces, since thesize is determined by

the number of local charts. This benefit is paid for by the factthat an optimization of

the local factors or local Gaussian mixture components on the manifold can no longer

be solved explicitly analytically and multiple optima can occur in this nonconvex op-

timization problem. The standard way to optimize the underlying likelihood functions

is given by an EM approach which is usually very sensitive to initialization, such that

the overview reported in [65] even comes to the conclusion that these methods are in

general not competitive to alternatives such as Isomap or LLE.

In this chapter, we propose to substitute this initialization sensitive local charting

step by matrix neural gas since it displays a better convergence and a more robust

behavior. This way, a competitive visualization method results which also provides

an explicit mapping of the data manifold onto lower dimensionality. We evaluate this

method in artificial and real life benchmark examples as proposed in the extensive

comparison of data visualization methods in the article [65]. It turns out that MNG
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together with manifold charting is at least competitive if not better compared to Isomap

and LLE, and it provides in most cases better results than thestatistical approach based

on manifold charting and probabilistic principal component analysis to arrive at the

local linear projections. Like the latter method, however,an explicit map is found

which describes the embedding of the data manifold into low dimensions, and which

can be further explored e.g. to get approximate inverse images of low dimensional

points.

In the next section, we will focus on applications of matrix learning for manifold

visualization, which become possible due to the additionalinformation provided by

the local matrices. Note that, depending on the dimensionality m of the original data

points, full matrix learning in MNG is rather time consuming, requiring matrix inver-

sion of orderO(m3) in every step. Since only the minord eigenvalues of the matrix

Ωi are relevant for the local projection, we can priorly reducethe matrix such that the

scaling of only the minord principal components is individually adapted while the

scaling remains identical (and nonzero to avoid degeneration) for all other directions.

This can be achieved efficiently with any algorithm which extracts the majord prin-

cipal components of the generalized data correlation matrix, e.g. a generalized Sanger

rule as proposed in [28] . Note that the scaling must not be zero for any direction since

this would lead to an annulation of the dimensions with most statistical importance,

i.e. the dimensions with largest variance would vanish.

5.2 Manifold charting based on MNG

Data visualization and low dimensional embedding constitute important problems of

data mining. MNG provides local linear transformations of the data induced by the lo-

cal matricesΛi and the corresponding eigenvectors, as follows: Assume theeigenvalue
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decomposition

Λi = Ωt
i ·Di · Ωi

is given with a diagonal matrixDi of eigenvalues and eigenvectors collected inΩi.

Assume data should be mapped to dimensionalityd where, often,d ∈ {1, 2, 3} such

that visualization is possible. Then we can reduceDi to only thed smallest eigen-

values (which are the main eigenvalues ofSi, i.e. they belong to the main principal

components of the receptive field) getting thed×m matrixDred
i . The formula

Ai : R
m → R

d, ~x 7→ Dred
i · Ω

t
i · (~x− ~wi) (5.1)

gives the local linear projection of the data points to the main principal components of

the receptive field induced by theith chart of the data manifold. Ifd is chosen at most

3, every mapAi provides a linear visualization of the manifold which is faithful within

the receptive field of prototype~wi because it corresponds to the main eigenvalues of

the local chart. Now the question occurs how these local projections can be extended

to a global low-dimensional embedding of the data manifold.

Manifold charting as introduced in [64] is based on local linear mappings of data

points which are glued together such that the projections fiton the overlapping pieces.

In the original framework, a linear map is attached to every data point, yielding a rather

time consuming scheme. Later, a reduction to only few chartswas proposed e.g. in

[67]. However, the glueing method works for every given set of local linear mappings

as long as it is smooth on neighbored pieces and visualization in low dimensions is

possible at all. We will use these ideas to obtain a global data visualization method

from local matrix learning.

Assume that linear projectionsA1, . . . ,An are given (e.g. by formula (5.1)) which

definen local projections~z1i = A1(~x
i), . . . ,~zni = An(~x

i) of the data points~x1, . . . , ~xp.

Assume that, in addition, a responsibility valuepji = pj(~x
i) is specified for every data

point ~xi and chartAj which defines the responsibility of this chart for the data point,
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whereby
∑

j pji = 1 for everyi. The goal is to combine the local chartsAi by means

of local affine mappingsBi : R
d → R

d to a global mapping such that the compositions

lead to matching points if more than one chart is responsiblefor a data point. The final

points are then obtained by the formula~xj 7→
∑

i pijBi(~z
ij). The mappingsBi are

determined in such a way that the following costs are minimized

Echarting =
1

2
·
∑

i,j,k

pjipki‖Bj(~z
ji)−Bk(~z

ki)‖2 (5.2)

which (as can be seen by a simple algebraic transformation) also give the difference

of the globally mapped points and the local affine transformations of the points. As

shown in [64] a unique solution of this problem can be found asfollows: setD ∈

R
n(d+1)×n(d+1) as the block diagonal matrix with blocksDi =

∑p
j=1 pij · [~z

ij 1][~zij 1]t

where the entry1 is added to account for the offset in the affine transformations. Let

U ∈ R
n(d+1)×p be the matrix with block entriesuij = pij[~z

ij 1] where the components

of ~zij are integrated into the block indexi of the matrix. Then, the cost function (5.2)

equalsEcharting = Bt(D − U tU)B where matrixB collects the free parameters of

the affine transformationsBi which have to be found. This formulation can be linked

to a Rayleigh quotient, hence the maximum is obtained by thed largest generalized

eigenvaluesv of the generalized eigenvalue problem(D − U tU)v = λU tUv. Thus,

an analytic solution of the problem can be found provided theprojections~zij and

responsibilitiespij are available.

Now, we can apply this charting procedure to the results of a MNG clustering

where the projections are given by formula (5.1). Note that MNG provides crisp re-

ceptive fields and, hence, there is no overlap of neighbored receptive fields. We change

the crisp assignments of MNG to arrive at probabilistic setting with a small overlap of

neighbored receptive fields. We simply use Gaussians centered at the prototypes~wi

computed by MNG using a covariance matrix given by the learned matrices. More

precisely, setNi = |{~x
j | I(~xj = i}| as the number of points in theith receptive field.
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Let Si be the (unnormalized) correlation matrix of theith receptive field as computed

in MNG andS̃i = Si/Ni the associated covariance matrix. Then we set the responsi-

bility of the ith receptive field for point~xj as

p̃ij = p̃i(~x
j) =

Ni

p
·

1

(2π)m/2
√

det S̃i

· exp(−0.5 · (~xj − ~wi)t · S̃−1
i · (~x

j − ~wi)) (5.3)

where the priorNi/p refers to the relative number of points in charti. The responsi-

bilities pij are obtained thereof by normalizationpij = p̃ij/
∑

i p̃ij.

Note that, depending on the distribution of the prototypes,the assignments will be

sparse sincepij will be almost zero for receptive fieldsi which lead to a high rank

w.r.t ~xj. To speed up the computation, it is possible to cut off these small assignments

and work with sparse matrices. Based on these choices ofpij provided by (5.3) and

~zij provided by the affine transformations (5.1), MNG can be combined with manifold

charting to give a global nonlinear embedding or visualization of data. Obviously, this

visualization can be described by an explicit mapping ofR
m → R

d by means of the

formula

~x 7→
∑

i

pi(~x) · Bi(Ai(~x)) (5.4)

wherepi(~x) is computed according to (5.3), the local linear mappingsAi are given by

(5.1), and the affine transformationsBi to glue the charts together are determined by

solving equation (5.2).

Inverse map

To arrive at an approximate inverse map, we take a simple point of view which allows

us to compute the inverse algebraically. Note that every local linear projectionAi

possesses an approximate inverseA−1
i induced by the pseudo-inverse ofDred

i · Ωi.

SinceAi maps to lower dimensions, this is, of course, no exact inverse but its best

approximation in a least squares sense. Further, obviously, the affine transformations
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Bi can be inverted exactly. Thus, for every~z ∈ R
d, an approximate inverse of the

image of (5.4) can be determined in the following way: for a given~x, we determine

the inversẽx under charti:

x̃← A−1
i ◦B

−1
i (~z). (5.5)

From these possibly preimages, we take the one with maximum responsibility accord-

ing to (5.3).

5.3 Manifold visualization

A variety of benchmarks for dimensionality reduction taskshas been collected in [65]

together with an evaluation of several popular models on these tasks. Thus, we will

basically use the setting as proposed in [65] to achieve comparability to a wide range

of alternative methods. The article [65] investigates the following methods: PCA,

Isomap, Maximum Variance Unfolding, kernel PCA, Diffusion Maps, Autoencoder

networks, LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps, Hessian LLE, Local Tangent Space Analysis,

LLC, and MC. Thereby, parameters have been optimized in a reasonable range by

extensive search. We will restrict our settings to mixturesof probabilistic PCA as a

direct competitor to matrix neural gas, and LLE and Isomap astwo of the most well-

known data projection methods.

In all cases, the possibility to preserve the local structure of the manifold while

embedding in lower dimensions are evaluated by a one nearestneighbor (1-NN) clas-

sification scheme in [65]. This is a reasonable scheme, since1-NN measures local

properties of the data, which should be preserved by projections. Further, the classifi-

cation task is connected to the manifold structure in the sense that clusters are smooth

on the original manifold. Partially, this is by definition ofthe clustering task: for all

artificial tasks, a cluster structure which resembles a checkerboard has been arranged
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on the map, such that 1-NN displays good performance iff the manifold structure is

preserved. For the real-life applications, the evaluationof a 1-NN in the original data

space measures the degree according to which the cluster structure is correlated to the

original manifold topology. However, a 1-NN classificationneed not coincide with

the geometrical structure of the manifold which should be preserved in these cases.

Therefore, the trustworthiness of the projection as proposed in [71] is also computed.

This quantity measures the proportion of points that are tooclose together in the pro-

jection compared to the original manifold. Assumek > 0 is fixed, and thek nearest

neighbors are computed for every point in the original data space and the projection,

respectively. Denote byU (k)
i the points which are among thek-nearest neighbors ofi

in the projection, but not in the original data space. Further, denote the rank of a point

j to i in thek-nearest neighbor graph byr(i, j). Then the trustworthiness is given by

the formula

T (k) = 1−
2

pk(2p− 3k − 1)

p
∑

i=1

∑

j∈U
(k)
i

(r(i, j)− k)

wherep denotes the number of points. It gives the percentage of points which local

projection can be considered as trustworthy w.r.t. the local neighborhood structure.

Since the original data sets of [65] are not available, rather a description or a gen-

eration method is provided by [65], we construct the data sets in the same way as de-

scribed in [65]. We always evaluate the result of a 1-NN classification for the original

data (getting values close to [65] which indicates that our settings are comparable) and

we evaluate, besides our MNG-charting algorithm, the schemes provided by Isomap,

LLE, and manifold charting combined with mixtures of probabilistic PCA. Thereby,

we use the Matlab algorithms as provided in [65] for the otherprojection algorithms

and for the charting step.
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Artificial data sets

Artificial data sets are generated according to the program provided in [65], whereby

2000 points where randomly sampled for every run. The results areaveraged over ten

runs using different random data samples, also displaying standard deviation. The pa-

rameters for LLE and Isomap (the number of neighborsk) where chosen optimum in

the range ofk ∈ {20, . . . , 40} for the experiments. The number of clusters used for

matrix clustering and mixture of probabilistic PCA, respectively, are given in Tab. 5.1.

All data sets are projected to 2D except for HD which is projected to 5D. The column

‘None’ refers to the result of a 1-NN classifier in the original data space, for compari-

son. The respective best result obtained by a projection method is depicted in boldface.

Tab.5.2 shows the trustworthiness of the projection methods in the same settings using

k = 12 neighbors for evaluation.

As can be seen, MNG with manifold charting shows competitiveresults in almost

all settings (except for the twinpeaks data where it is a bit worse, but it still gives

very acceptable result, in particular since a ‘correct’ projection of this data set is not

clear, see Fig.5.1). Unlike manifold charting combined with mixture of probabilistic

PCA, the results are very stable independent of the initialization of the algorithm.

Unlike LLE and Isomap, an explicit mapping of the data manifold to low dimensions

is provided. Representative projections computed in this way are depicted in Figs. 5.1

- 5.4.
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Dataset None LLE Isomap MoPPCA MNG clusters

swissrole 3.36±0.40 27.10±1.69 19.84±14.18 6.07±5.83 3.87±0.60 12

swissrole with hole 3.28±0.12 21.06±1.22 11.92±4.28 3.20±0.45 3.66±0.25 16

broken swissrole 4.23±0.50 27.23±2.63 23.52±2.18 29.98±15.16 14.50±4.92 32

toroidal helix 1.29±0.35 4.36±2.13 12.72±15.19 1.42±0.32 2.00±0.61 60

twinpeaks 0.73±0.25 1.36±0.43 0.45±0.21 0.80±0.25 1.38±0.57 32

cornerplanes 10.38±0.60 10.60±0.39 10.59±0.55 10.58±0.72 10.74±0.65 8

punctured sphere 6.64±0.68 19.49±1.64 14.49±1.48 18.98±3.27 9.29±1.28 50

gaussian shape 6.30±0.08 6.26±0.08 6.28±0.11 6.26±0.08 8.35±1.02 16

HD 23.73±0.80 22.93±1.13 21.73±1.36 32.01±7.34 28.53±3.40 32

Table 5.1: Results of a 1-NN classification if the artificial data sets are embedded in

low dimensions using different methods.

Dataset LLE Isomap MoPPCA MNG

swissrole 0.8753±0.0033 0.9284±0.0692 0.9734±0.0595 0.9993±0.0013

swissrole with hole 0.8905±0.0099 0.9619±0.0103 0.9994±0.0012 0.9999±0.0002

broken swissrole 0.8409±0.0115 0.9526±0.0083 0.8990±0.1045 0.9139±0.0572

toroidal helix 0.9940±0.0059 0.9118±0.1212 1.0000±0.0000 0.9975±0.0035

twinpeaks 0.9949±0.0016 0.9997±0.0003 0.9941±0.0009 0.9875±0.0084

cornerplanes 1.0000±0.0000 1.0000±0.0000 1.0000±0.0000 1.0000±0.0000

punctured sphere 0.9727±0.0077 0.9970±0.0004 0.9871±0.0026 0.9997±0.0006

gaussian shape 1.0000±0.0000 1.0000±0.0000 1.0000±0.0000 0.9985±0.0020

HD 1.0000±0.0000 1.0000±0.0000 0.9906±0.0110 0.9955±0.0043

Table 5.2: Trustworthiness of the projections obtained forthe artificial datasets.
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Figure 5.1: Projection of the swiss roll with hole and twin peaks data sets using mani-

fold charting and mixture of probabilistic PCA, manifold charting and MNG, Isomap,

and LLE, respectively
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Figure 5.2: Projection of the punctured sphere and toroidalhelix data sets using mani-

fold charting and mixture of probabilistic PCA, manifold charting and MNG, Isomap,

and LLE, respectively
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Figure 5.3: Projection of the broken swissrole and corner planes data sets using mani-

fold charting and mixture of probabilistic PCA, manifold charting and MNG, Isomap,
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Figure 5.4: Projection of the gaussian and swiss role data sets using manifold charting

and mixture of probabilistic PCA, manifold charting and MNG,Isomap, and LLE,

respectively
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Real life data sets

Four real life datasets where tackled as proposed in [65]. Asbefore, averages over ten

runs are reported. The MNIST data set contains 60000 images of handwritten digits

displaying classes0 to 9 with dimensionality28× 28. For every run, a random sample

of 300 images per class was taken. Data was preprocessed by PCA extracting the main

30 principal components. The dimensionality reduction techniques as described above

were used to further map these data to dimensionality20. The COIL20 data set con-

sists of20 objects taken from72 viewpoints each. Again, the original dimensionality

32 × 32 was reduced to30 using PCA, and further projected to 5 dimensions using

the embedding techniques. The ORL data set contains40 different faces displayed in

grayscale of size112 × 92, displaying10 different expressions per face. Again, PCA

was used to project to30 dimensions and dimensionality reduction was used to nonlin-

early embed in dimensionality8. Finally, the HIVA dataset is a benchmark drug dis-

covery data set with two classes and3845 data points with dimensionality1617, which

was reduced to30 using PCA and, further, to15 using nonlinear data visualization.

The results of the methods are reported in Tab. 5.3 and 5.4 forthe 1-NN classification

error and the trustworthiness withk = 12 neighbors. For matrix clustering and mix-

ture of probabilistic PCA, only4 clusters have been used. Obviously, matrix learning

for neural gas together with manifold charting shows very good results for these real

life data sets, reaching the best performance in all but one cases, see Tabs. 5.3 and 5.4.

Again, it displays much better stability than mixture of probabilistic PCA, and it even

shows superior results to LLE and Isomap, which, as already claimed in [65], do not

always achieve the same quality for real-life data sets as for artificial ones.
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Dataset None LLE Isomap MoPPCA MNG

MNIST 7.98±0.33 11.68±1.56 16.31±5.44 53.87±38.31 9.51±0.28

COIL20 0.00±0.00 6.94±2.40 8.33±0.00 10.16±1.60 4.70±1.09

ORL 5.50±0.00 24.27±4.47 18.75±0.00 33.90±17.93 13.10±1.51

HIVA 4.573±0.00 5.38±0.17 5.35±0.00 5.27±0.43 5.21±0.22

Table 5.3: Generalization errors and standard deviation of1-NN classifiers trained on

natural datasets

Dataset LLE Isomap MoPPCA MNG

MNIST 0.9916±0.0027 0.9790±0.0231 0.7419±0.2204 0.9975±0.0007

COIL20 0.9567±0.0102 0.9937±0.0000 0.9757±0.0089 0.9907±0.0035

ORL 0.9423±0.0078 0.9876±0.0000 0.9319±0.0580 0.9889±0.0008

HIVA 0.9703±0.0057 0.9675±0.0000 0.9480±0.1482 0.9954±0.0005

Table 5.4: Trustworthiness trained on natural datasets

Visual comparison on the MNIST data

We exemplarily show the projection obtained by these methods for the MNIST data in

two dimensions. For this purpose, we randomly select 300 samples of digits 5 and 6

each, respectively, which display a similar shape and stroke. We would like to evaluate

the possibility of the projection methods to distinguish between these two digits when

projecting data to 2 dimensions. Again, we use 4 subclustersfor MNG and MoPPCA,

respectively, and we project the data which has been preprocessed by linear PCA, as

before, to two dimensions. Fig. 5.5 shows the resulting 2-D projections, whereby we

attach the respective closest original digit to the projected points on a grid. These

images constitute a representative subsample of the original 600 images and their ar-

rangement in two dimensions. Obviously, MNG well separatesthe images of digits

5 and 6, the digit 6 being mostly in the upper left, the digit 5 in the right part of the
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projection. MoPPCA leads to a mixture of the two classes with the digits 5 and 6 ar-

ranged in one big cluster. Similarly, the two classes are displayed in an only weakly

separated big cluster when using LLE or Isomap, respectively. For Isomap, the digit 5

is displayed in the left part, the digit 6 in the right part. For LLE, the classes are mixed.

On the contrary, MNG decomposes the space into separated clusters according to the

underlying prototypes, which, in this case, nicely resemble the original classes of the

digits with a clear separation of the left and right have of the image. For comparison,

we report the result obtained by a 12×12 standard SOM trained in batch mode. Data

are preprocessed in the same way, and the image closest to a prototype is displayed

at the respective prototype position. Obviously, SOM separates the two clusters quite

well, whereby the gradient between the clusters is quite smooth. While a few neurons

remain idle in this case, these are not located at class boundaries, i.e. the two clusters

are located directly beneeth each other. Unlike the other methods, SOM does not pro-

vide a mapping of the points to disjoint positions nor an explicit embedding function

like Charting in combination with MNG. Rather, it projects thedata onto a finite fixed

number of given prototype locations in the map.

Note that we used preprocessing by PCA for the MNIST data set aswell as the

other data sets before projection by nonlinear methods, as suggested in [65]. This way,

the linear parts in the data are first linearly compressed in an obvious way before using

nonlinear projection methods to arrive at a suitable low-dimensional presentation of the

data. Preprocessing data using PCA has the benefit of a reducedcomputational com-

plexity of the subsequennt nonlinear projection methods aswell as a greater numerical

stability. For matrix clustering, the possibility to directly process high-dimensional

data has been discussed extensively in the contributions [69, 28, 82, 88]. Note that ma-

trix inversion, as required by MNG, is cubic with respect to input dimensionality, such

that already dimensionalities around 100 lead to quite longruns. Even more severely,

matrix inversion constitutes a numerically non-trivial problem for large dimensions
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with standard matrices close to singularity. Although, in theory, the involved matrices

are non-singular for almost all cases (n+1 data points in general position being a suf-

ficient condition that the involved matrices are nonsingular) numerical problems occur

in practice due to matrices which are close to singular. Therefore, it is not advisable

to use matrix clustering directly for data sets with dimensionality much larger than 50.

Preprocessing with standard methods such as PCA or variations of MNG which are

specially tuned for such data sets (see [28]) should be applied in such cases.
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(a) charting + MNG
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(b) charting + MoPPCA
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(c) ISOMAP
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(d) LLE
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(e) standard SOM

Figure 5.5: 2-D projections of data from the MNIST data set when using MNG,

MoPPCA, Isomap, LLE, and standard SOM respectively. Interestingly, LLE, Isomap,

charting with MoPPCA, and SOM map the data onto one big cluster, while charting

with MNG displays a better separation of the clusters formedby the two digits on the

left and right of the projection. The separation of the digits is quite clear for charting

with MNG, ISOMAP, and SOM, whereas charting with MoPPCA and LLE result in

a mixed arrangement of the two digits. These latter arrangements follow subtleties in

the writing of the figures, such as a more curly stroke of the digits 6 displayed in the

upper part of the projection by LLE, or a slope to the right of digits in the right part of

the projection provided by charting with MoPPCA.
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Structure representation of images

One goal of nonlinear dimensionality reduction is to extract the internal structure of

very high dimensional data. RGB image constitute the high dimensional data when

vectorized into a vector, in which, the dimensionality is the number of pixels multipled

according to the color palette. More generally, an image sequence of human faces

or solid objects can be used to study the underlying structure and the possibility to

preserve it by matrix learning. In this section, we use images of a porcelain teapot

which are created by viewing the teapot from different angles. The whole dataset

consists of 200 color images which are derived from a rotation of 180 degrees. Each

image contains 76×101 pixels, with RGB color palette. Therefore, each image canbe

seen as a point in a 23028 dimensional data space.

Although very high dimensional, this data set depends on only one parameter: the

angle of rotation. Because of this fact, the internal structure of the image sequence

can be presented in a low dimensional space. We use nonlineartechniques such as

ISOMAP, LLE, charting based on MoPPCA and MNG to project theseimages onto

a 2D embedding space. Fig. 5.6 demonstrates 2D representation of the teapot im-

ages. The outputs are arranged in a trajectory and ordered according to their angle of

rotation. The start and end points of rotation are marked in red on the trajectory.

ISOMAP yields a non-smooth trajectory while LLE produces anirregular unfold-

ing result, in which, the early period of projected points has high density but the latter

part is sparse. Charting based on MoPPCA gives a smooth and regular trajectory better

than the results of ISOMAP and LLE, but still has the problem of two knots as can be

seen in Fig. 5.6 (c). Obviously, the result obtained from MNGand Charting is a well-

ordered trajectory which is appropriate to represent the correct structure. Figs. 5.7 and

5.8 show the trajectories with representative images corresponding to their location in

the embedding space.
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t = 1

t = 200 t=1

t = 200

(a) ISOMAP (b) LLE

t = 1

t = 200

t = 1

t = 200

(c) Charting + MoPPCA (d) Charting + MNG

Figure 5.6: Trajectories in 2D embedding space from the teapot data set when using

Isomap (upper left), LLE (upper right), MoPPCA (lower left),and MNG (lower right),

respectively.
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(a) ISOMAP

(b) LLE

Figure 5.7: 2D representations of teapot image sequence projected by ISOMAP and

LLE, respectively. Representative images are demonstratedaccording to their location

on embedding space.
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(a) Charting + MoPPCA

(b) Charting + MNG

Figure 5.8: 2D representations of teapot image sequence projected by Charting based

on MoPPCA and MNG, respectively. Representative images are demonstrated accord-

ing to their location on embedding space.
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5.4 Dynamic Texture Analysis and Synthesis

In chapter 3, extensions of NG have been proposed which also adapt local matrices

during training such as to minimize the quantization error.This corresponds to lo-

cal coordinate systems which represent smooth local principal directions of data. It

has been demonstrated in section 5.2, that these additionalparameters offer sufficient

information to extract explicit local coordinate systems from the data which can be fur-

ther processed to obtain a global nonlinear projection of the underlying manifold e.g.

using manifold charting [64]. This way, an explicit mappingtogether with its approx-

imate inverse is obtained which can map high dimensional data into low dimensional

space. In this chapter, the possibility to use this mapping for low dimensional data vi-

sualization and representation has been explored in comparison to popular alternative

visualization schemes as referenced e.g. in [24]. Unlike popular alternative visual-

ization methods such as locally linear embedding, maximum variance unfolding, or

stochastic neighbor embedding, manifold charting in combination with matrix neural

gas does not only embed the given data points, but it providesan explicit low dimen-

sional embedding of the data manifold and an approximate inverse of the map. Hence

additional information is available which can be explicitly used in further applications.

In this section, we will demonstrate the suitability of manifold embedding by ma-

trix neural gas for an interesting problem from computer graphics, the efficient syn-

thesis of dynamic texture based on given examples. Dynamic texture synthesis is the

process of producing an animation of dynamic textures whichpreserve the behavior of

the system similar to its original appearance. There exist two fundamentally different

approaches for dynamic texture synthesis: physics-based methods generate dynamic

texture based on mathematical models of the natural phenomena, see e.g. [86, 83].

Physics-based models provide a flexible synthesis, since the dynamic texture can be

controlled through a few parameters in a mathematical equation system. The drawback
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of this approach is that each model is appropriate only for a particular texture and can-

not be transferred to other domains. As an alternative, image-based models overcome

this limitation. They use a global model for different textures and synthesize dynamic

textures from a model based on the appearance of the whole texture in a series of im-

ages. Different principled approaches can be distinguished such as simple extensions

of static texture synthesis to 3D [87], spatiotemporal models based on the pixel level

[85], or dynamical models on the image level, such as proposed in [78, 79]. The latter

approach is particularly promising since it can capture common non-trivial dynamical

development such as rotation. This way, dynamic texture synthesis becomes a problem

of system identification based on a sequence of image data such that dynamic texture

can be directly generated along the trajectory of the systembased on given initial con-

ditions.

Typically, image sequences possess a very high dimensionality such that system

identification is not possible in the raw image space. Therefore, the approaches pre-

sented in [78, 79] first project the images onto low dimensional space with a standard

principal component analysis (PCA), performing system identification e.g. using clas-

sical linear auto-regressive (AR) models in the low dimensional projection space, after-

wards. Since PCA gives rise to an approximate inverse by meansof the pseudo-inverse

of the transformation matrix, dynamic textures can be generated this way. The result-

ing model is rather flexible, but it has the drawback that a global linear embedding is

used such that images are not appropriately sampled and represented in particular at

points in time with rapid movements (e.g. flapping flag). Therefore, it has been pro-

posed e.g. in [80, 81] to use recent nonlinear manifold learning techniques as proposed

in machine learning instead of a global linear embedding.

In this section, we demonstrate that matrix learning for neural gas together with

manifold charting give rise to a nonlinear manifold embedding which can successfully
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Figure 5.9: Diagram of our approach for dynamic texture analysis and synthesis of a

given image sequence.

be used in this context. This way, neural low-dimensional nonlinear manifold embed-

ding can serve as an essential step in the highly non-trivialapplication in computer

graphics to automated dynamic texture synthesis.

Dynamic texture synthesis by system traversal

In [80, 81], dynamic texture synthesis is modelled as a system identification prob-

lem. First, everym-dimensional image,m = number of pixels times number of color

channels, is nonlinearly mapped to a lowerd-dimensional space. In this work, we
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choose manifold charting based on MNG and MoPPCA as nonlinearprojection, see

section 5.2. In low dimensions, a method to track temporal developments based on ini-

tial conditions is defined. Since every point in the embedding space can be inversely

mapped to a point in the original high dimensional space using an approximate inverse

as defined in equation (5.5), a sequence of images corresponding to a dynamic texture

results. This way, a compressed representation of dynamic textures can be obtained

since it is sufficient to store the parameters of the global nonlinear map and its in-

verse and only the low dimensional projections of the given image sequence which,

for d ≪ m, requires much less space than the original texture sequence. Further, in-

terpolation of texture images as well as generation of texture based on new starting

points becomes possible since a model is available to track the dynamics in the low

dimensional projection space.

The contribution [81] relies on a mixture of probabilistic principal component anal-

ysis (MPPCA) together with global coordination to obtain a global nonlinear embed-

ding of the data manifold [38, 67]. Here we propose to substitute MPPCA by matrix

NG since, as we will demonstrate in experiments, a greater robustness and smoothness

of the method can be achieved. Thus, we combine global coordination based on matrix

NG as described in the previous section with the tracking dynamics in the low dimen-

sional projection space as introduced in [81], where figure 5.9 depicts a step-by-step

way of our approach.

For convenience, we shortly describe the nonparametric model based on traversal

mechanism as proposed in [81]. Assume a dynamic texture is given which, making

the temporal dependency explicit, is denoted as~x(t), ~x(t + 1), . . .∈ R
m. The corre-

sponding low-dimensional projections are denoted as~z(t), ~z(t+ 1), . . .∈ R
d. Motion

prediction starts from a sequence of at least two points~g(t − 1), ~g(t) in R
d which are

obtained as projections of images. Now the temporal successors of~g(t) is obtained in
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Figure 5.10: Using the nonparametric model as proposed in [81] to generate the new

trajectory on the embedding space. The original and new trajectories are represented

by the blue and red dash lines, respectively.

six steps based on the low dimensional vectors~z(i) as follows (σ1, α, σ2 are positive

parameters):

1. Sampling neighbors:K nearest neighborsN of ~g(t) are sampled from the data

~z(i) and exponentially weighted according to the distance from~g(t) with weight

W 1
i := exp(−‖~g(t)− ~z(i)‖2/σ2

1).

2. Temporal smoothness: The similarity of the difference vectorsd~z(i) := ~z(i) −

~z(i−1) of the neighbors~z(i) in N and the considered trajectoryd~g(t) := ~g(t)−

~g(t − 1) is computed based on the cosine distance and exponentially weighted,

yielding weightW 2
i := exp(α(d~z(i)td(~g(t))/(‖d~z(i)‖ · ‖d~x(t)‖)− 1)).

3. Noise perturbation: for every neighbor~z(i) in N , noisy successors of~g(t) are

sampled using the direction of the trajectory at~z(i) and a Gaussian noise vector

~νj with components∼ N(0, σ2) leading to possible positions~gij(t+1) = ~g(t)+
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(~z(i+ 1)− ~z(i)) + ~νj.

4. Drift prevention: Each candidate is weighted according to its distance from the

trajectory leading to the weightp(~gij(t+1)) = W 1
i W

2
i

∑

l ϕ((~g
ij(t+1)−~zk)/h)

whereϕ is a window function with window widthh.

5. Normalization: These weights are normalized such that
∑

ij p(~g
ij(t+ 1)) = 1.

6. Prediction: The successor is chosen from these points according to the probabil-

ity p(~gij(t+ 1)).

This way, the overall direction of the trajectory gives riseto the respective successor

of a given starting position. Slight noise accounts for typical effects when dealing

with natural phenomena. An additional neighborhood integration makes sure that the

created trajectory does not diverge from the dynamics as determined by the given data

set. The main idea of using a nonparametric model is to traverse along the trajectory of

the given data set embedded using global coordination. Thismethod resembles curve

tracing of a given trajectory. The estimated trajectory is obtained by superposition of

the original one. In figure 5.10, the image sequence is projected onto 2D coordinates

using manifold charting. The set of blue circles corresponds to the location of each

image in the embedding space. The blue line connects each frame in the original

order. We add a time axis to the 2D embedding space to considerthe smoothness and

accuracy of the synthesized frames on the trajectory. The new trajectory represented

with the red dashed line is a good approximation which does not drift far away from

the original trajectory.

Modelling of natural phenomena

An important example of dynamic texture is given by image sequences of natural phe-

nomena as available in the DynTex database [84]. Each pixel gradually changes its
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intensity or color level depending on the kind of image sequence. Examples of natural

phenomena used in this work are referred to as wave, escalator, smoke, straw, and fall.

All images have an original size of 288 by 352 pixels with RGB color codes. Because

of the high dimensionality, we resized the images to 50% withrespect to the original

size resulting in 144 times 176 pixels. Then, each image corresponds to a 76,032 di-

mensional vector formed by the RGB values of the pixels. Beforeapplying matrix NG,

data were projected to 100 dimensions using simple principal component analysis.

We compare the result of matrix NG and mixtures of probabilistic component anal-

ysis as described in [38] together with global manifold charting and trajectory traversal

as described above. The dimensionalityd has been chosen as40. The numbern of

local components is chosen such that, on average, about50 frames are represented by

one local model. The lengths of the considered dynamic textures and the number of

local models is shown in Tab. 5.5.

We evaluate the method by the mean absolute distance of the generated images

and the original images averaged over time, as shown in Tab. 5.6. Further, we exem-

plarily show a visual comparison of the images as obtained byMNG and MPPCA in

comparison to the original image in Figs. 5.12 - 5.15. The synthesis results indicate

that manifold embedding based on MNG is able to generate high-quality video, while

charting based on MPPCA generates lower visual quality of video over time. The

synthesized image sequences by MNG are smooth with respect to temporal evolution

due to the included neighborhood cooperation, and sharp features are better preserved

in the single images. MPPCA contains blurring in single images and a larger trend

towards discontinuities when generating image sequences.This manifests in a larger

error of the generated images. The development of the absolute error over time per

pixel is depicted in Fig. 5.11. Obviously, for MPPCA, the error is not uniformly dis-

tributed but it accumulates at points in time such that errors are clearly observable for
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MPPCA. In comparison, the error of MNG is very smooth such thatno abrupt changes

in the visual appearance can be observed.

Dataset no. local models no. frames

wave 3 200

escalator 4 251

smoke 5 251

fall 2 200

straw 4 251

Table 5.5: Number of local models used to map the respective dynamic texture into

low dimensional space and number of frames included in the dynamic textures.

Dataset MPPCA MNG

wave 33.7319± 2.7425 31.3815± 0.5540

escalator 30.8114± 2.0043 24.5836± 0.1290

smoke 14.2246± 0.5515 12.5402± 0.2278

fall 48.4483± 0.8815 47.3001± 0.0537

straw 37.3818± 0.5610 36.7924± 0.1960

Table 5.6: Average absolute reconstruction errors averaged over the number of frames

on the given image sequences and standard deviations.
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Figure 5.11: Absolute error per pixel between the generatedimages and the true image

sequence over time for MPPCA and MNG for the wave texture (top), fall texture (mid-

dle), and straw texture (bottom). Obviously, the error obtained by MPPCA is large for

some time points in which a low quality of the reconstructed texture can visually be

observed.
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Figure 5.12: This figure shows reconstructed image sequenceof waves. The first col-

umn represents the original reference frames. The second and third columns demon-

strate the frames reconstructed by manifold charting basedon MPPCA and matrix NG,

respectively.
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Figure 5.13: This figure shows reconstructed image sequenceof smoke. The first col-

umn represents original reference frames. The second and third columns demonstrate

the frames reconstructed by manifold charting based on MPPCAand matrix NG, re-

spectively.
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Figure 5.14: This figure shows reconstructed image sequenceof fall. The first column

represents original reference frames. The second and thirdcolumns demonstrate the

frames reconstructed by manifold charting based on MPPCA andmatrix NG, respec-

tively.
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Figure 5.15: This figure shows reconstructed image sequenceof straw. The first col-

umn represents original reference frames. The second and third columns demonstrate

the frames reconstructed by manifold charting based on MPPCAand matrix NG, re-

spectively.
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5.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter, the focus was put on the possibility to further extend the resulting

clustering to a global visualization and data projection method by combining these

locally linear PCA projections with a global charting step. Using ideas of manifold

charting, a global mapping of high dimensional data to lowerdimensions can easily be

achieved which preserves the original idea of prototype-based representation of data,

i.e. it provides a data compression method besides visualization.

We evaluated the results of data visualization using a simple 1-NN classifier as

well as a recently proposed trustworthiness measure, comparing matrix clustering on

several benchmarks to standard methods including LLE, Isomap, and an alternative

prototype-based method (mixtures of probabilistic PCA). Unlike Isomap and LLE,

MNG and charting leads to a global embedding of data which is based on a locally

linear representation of the data space by means of prototypes and clusters. Matrix

neural gas turned out to be a very robust data projection method displaying reasonable

results on both, artificial and real life data sets. Matrix clustering can also be used as

the basis of other global coordination models. Nonlinear projection based on MNG is

appropriate to be the internal representation of very high dimensional data. Thereby,

MNG provides a natural clustering as well as data visualization.

Furthermore, charting based on MNG provides an explicit embedding function as

well as its approximate inverse. The latter leads to abilityof inference to original

data space from low dimensional space. This advantage of approximate inverse is

verified in generation of dynamic textures through system identification on embedding

space. The reconstruction error by means of the approximateinverse shows good

agreement to the original manifold also at the borders of thelocal linear pieces. We

have demonstrated that MNG as basis of global coordination model, together with a

traversing technique in low dimensional representation, can successfully be used in a
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complex task from computer graphics, namely the synthesis of dynamic textures based

on given image sequences.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and outlook

6.1 Thesis summary

In this thesis, we introduced an extension of topographic neural maps such as NG

and SOM. Originally, standard NG and SOM use the Euclidean metric as distance

measure. The resulting clusters from these methods are formed by isotropic shapes

with spherical boundaries. By using Euclidean distance, themethods are unadjustable

to fit complex and nonlinear data. To defeat this restriction, NG and SOM need to be

improved by changing the underlying distance measure.

MNG as local PCA

We extended prototype-based clustering to adaptive matrixlearning schemes. Un-

like existing approaches in the literature, we developed our methods based on a cost

function such that it was possible to also prove convergenceof the algorithm. The re-

sulting batch learning scheme makes it possible to link the method to local PCA such

as proposed in the literature. We demonstrate the usefulness of the approach in a few

clustering and classification benchmarks. Further, the method has been integrated into

these applications

• matrix learning for image compression schemes,

• matrix learning in combination with manifold charting for manifold visualiza-
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tion and dimensionality reduction,

• matrix learning and charting with approximate inverse mapsas a manifold cap-

turing mechanism which, together with temporal tracking can be used for dy-

namic texture synthesis.

MNG for image compression

Since digital images contain large amounts of information,image compression is es-

sential to store and transmit images efficiently. Successful compression techniques

aim at a preservation of as much information as possible while reducing the necessary

number of bits to represent the images. Classical compression techniques can be based

on vector quantization or transformation based codings based on PCA, for example.

We proposed to use matrix clustering as a transformation based encoding which repre-

sents images in a compact way leading to reasonable reconstructing which are superior

to single PCA or VQ.

MNG for data visualization

Since electronic data sets are increasing rapidly with respect to both, size of the data

sets and data resolution, i.e. dimensionality, adequate data inspection and data visu-

alization have become central issues of data mining. The task of data visualization

is directly related to nonlinear dimensionality reduction(NLDR) techniques. Nor-

mally, NLDR can be classified into two main schemes: (1) manifold embedding and

(2) mixture of local linear models. A variety of methods exists such as ISOMAP,

LLE, LLC, MC, etc. These, however, partially have the drawbacks that no explicit

embedding function is obtained, the methods are sensitive to initialization, or they dis-

play a large complexity. In this work, we demonstrated the applicability of MNG to
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low-dimensional data embedding for data inspection. For this purpose, we extended

matrix learing to obtain a mixture of overlapping local linear map and combined this

with charting techniques. The evaluation on a few artificialand real life benchmarks

revealed the universal suitability of the approach for difficult data sets.

MNG for dynamic texture synthesis

Dynamic texture synthesis is the process of producing an animation of dynamic tex-

tures which preserve the behavior of the system similar to its original appearance. As

discussed in this thesis, the problem of dynamic texture synthesis can be converted

into a problem of dimensionality reduction and system identification. Matrix learning

and manifold charting does not only provide an explicit low dimensional embedding

function but also its approximate inverse. This fact has been used in the thesis, together

with a method of tracking the temporal dynamics in the low dimensional embedding

space, to obtain an efficient and quite successful generatorfor dynamic texture synthe-

sis.

6.2 Future work

The proposed thesis developed a method to incorporate matrix learing into unsuper-

vised clustering, leading to powerful local PCA schemes which can be used for various

tasks such as clustring, image compression, manifold visualization, and system iden-

tification. One key feature of the proposed model is its mathematical foundation by

means of an underlying cost function and a formal convergence proof. A number of

issues remain the subject of ongoing work, as already partially discussed in the thesis.

So far, the method relies on matrix inversion which is computationally intractable

and numerically instable for large dimensionality. A possible remedy has already been
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discussed in the thesis: a restriction to only the most important dimensions. It remains

to demonstrate the usefulness of this approach in practicalapplications as introduced

in this thesis. Further, since the number of essential dimensions is not clear a priori,

it would be worthwhile to develop methods which define an appropriate number of

essential dimensions during the algorithm. Another critical parameter is given by the

number of prototypes,n. For Euclidean counterpart such as k-means, partial solutions

have been proposed which automatically determine this number based on statistical

considerations such as X-means. A transfer of these techniques to matrix learning

seems promissing.

Further, as demonstrated in a few applications, matrix learning can be used at every

position where a gaussian mixture model should be inferred from the data. This open

the way towards further interesting application areas suchas image segmentation or

eigenface recognition. Unlike explicit statistical models, however, the exact statistical

properties of matrix learning are not clear and an evaluation of important statistical

characteristics such as the magnification factor remain thesubject of future work.
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